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ABSTRACT

The coastal fortifications of the port of Auckrand, New zealand,
from 1885 to I.925 are studied in depth, from an historical
archaeolo{Dr perspective. An underst,anding of their wider context
is essential to an understanding of the sit.es themeelves, so a
study is made of European artillery and fortification practise
and technorogy from Lhe L4th century onwards, with an emphasis
on the coastal artillery practices of the British Empire in the
19th century.

On this foundation, coastal fortification practices in New

Zealand in the 19th century are examined, and the political
background to the construction of coaetal forts ie outlined. The
socj,al and economic impact of the defences are studied, and the
resourcee used in their construction detailed. Land acquisitons
for the defence works in Auckland are examined.

with a thorough underetanding of their background and context
(both national and international), Forts Resolution, Bastion,
Takapuna, Vict,oria, Cautley and the submarine mining depots are
then etudied in detail, with lirnit,ed excavat,ions, extensive f ield
survey, and the use of comprehensive archival sources.

Fina1ly, it, is concluded that the fort,s built in Auckland between
1885 and 1925 were a product of the colonial experience, in that,
they hrere a complex technological product of imperial demands and
needs, and had litt,le relevance to the realities and requirements
of a smalr and remote colony 201000 km away from the imperial
centre. The thesis is a study of the ,disappearing gun' period
of coastal fortification, and also an acknqwledgement that much
of the evidence of this once socially and economically
significant activity hae been destroyed.

To assist the reader, there is a large bibliography, and
appendices containing a comprehensive gloseary, a ]ist of New

zealand defence schemes from 1840 to 1914, a list of site record
numbere, and biographical details of the key fort builders,
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Jus! visibre between t,he two t,erephone poree above ihe carpark.behind the carpark is the stone paraipet which defended thebatteriee from the land approach. -

Plate 3.78. Detail of the ? inch RML pit at saddle Battery,
showing the pedestal and inner cogged racer ring.
Plate 3.79. The sunrnit Battery 6 pounder er Nordenfelt gun indrilr use by L Battery Naval- ertilrery volunteers at riiaroa
Headr 1890s. Note t,he abeence of any emplacement. pcM.

Plate 3.80. Harringlon point, L992. The 6 pounder eF emplacementis centre rear, with the op in the foieground. The westernentrance to the magazine complex is to the left.
Plate 3.81. Harrington point, L992, the 6 pounder eF emplacement
from the road. The harbour bar ie in the background.

Plate 3.82. 7 inch RIr{L ernplacement at Harrington point , LggZ. Thetwo buildinge added in world war rr are dietinctive'with their
boxed mouldinge.

Prate 3.83. The stone faced reclamation at Deborah Bay in Lggz,formerly the base of the minefield depot, jetty



Plate 3.84. The Deborah Bay hall in L992. The sole remaining
building from the 1886 submarine mining base.

Plate 3.85. Side view of the Deborah Bay hall.



Plate 4.1. Fort Resolution ca 1985. AIM C6305.

Prate 4-2- Fort Resolution ca 1995. Hocken Library.
Fig- 4.1. Fort Resolution 18g5-1991, from pwD plan Ls56-5.

li9: 4.2..proposed barracks at Fort Resolution, April 1g85. pwD
L575.

Fig. 4.3. proposed buirdingg at Fort Resolution, 1gg5. pwD L550.
QEAMM.

Ii9.- 4.3. Fort Resolution 1891-1904. rnterpreted from pwD plan1556-5, 1891.

Tig. 4-1- Al'terations to the magazine at Fort, Resolution, j.g91.
From PWD plan 1556-3, QEA!{M

Plate 4-3. Fort Resolution in r9og, after its abandonment inl.904 . Auckrand weekry lVerrrs 30 April 190g: 10. ArM cg199.
Plate 4.4. 64 pounder RML located at pacific steer Ltd, southAuckland, in L974, and now on display at the Naval ArmamentgDepot, Kauri point.

Plate 4.5. Detail of brass praque on the 64 pounder mounting atthe entrance to Kauri point-.

Plate 4.6. Point, Resolution, parnerr, in 1950. r{hites Aviation
24206 (Pl .

rig- 4-6, Excavation site at point Reeolution, 199i..

Fig. 4.7. Excavations at point Reeolution, 1991.

Prate 4.7. Excavations at, Area B, looking sout,h, Fort Resorut,ion,
1991.

Plate 4.8. Area A, looking south, showing the water mains and theconcrete capping overrying the western wall of the magazine.

Plate 4.9. Brick pillar in Area A, showing the rebate and thegate hinge.

Prate 4.10. Rebated door frame on t,he west wall. of the magazine,opposite the brick pillar in Area A. The concrete capping-of thewater main overlies the wall.



liq. 5.1. Fort Bastion LB86-1891. rnterpreted from pwD pran,
QEAMM.

Tig. 5.2. Fort Bastion 1891-1gzs. rnterpreted from pwD p1an,
QEA},TM

Prate 5.1. Dismounted 6 inch BLHP gun at Fort Bast,ion, 1930s. A1,{c22606.

Plate 5.2- west face of Fort, Bastion showing the loopholed bulletproof shutters on the waLL of the galrery. ArM c22?05.

Prate 5.3- empty Hp mounting in pit, Fort, Bastion, 1930s. ArMc22608.

Plate 5.4. dismounted 6 inch BLHP gun in pit, Fort Bastion,1930s. AIM C22609.

Prate 5.5. Fort_ Bastion, L7. Aprir 1936, showing the eastern 6pounder pedestal, eaatern g i-nch-Bl,Hp pit, and tlie access way tot,he eastern gallery. New Zealand Aeraid.
Plate 5.6. Funeral of Michael_ Joseph savage under way at FortBastion, 1940, 9!9yl.rg the fort aina the -caretakeis- cottage.Whites Aviation 62696(F) .

Plate 5.7. The funeraL of savage in progrese at Fort Bastion, zApril 1940, showing the fort fr5n the-souih. New Zealand Herahd.

Prate 5.8, The fort, during the state funerar, 3 Aprir 1940,showing the western count.er-slope, from the vicinity of th;western BLHP pit. New Eealand Herald.
Fig. 5.3. Fort Bastion and environs showing the fort, the Lzpounder battery, world war rr searchlights and the 6 pounder twinemplacement,. From field nurvey and Fig.S.Z.
Prate 5.9. Fort Bast,ion ca 1940. The outline of the fort is veryclear. RNZAFM WH 89/16.

Fig- 5.4. Engine room at Fort Bastion | !gg4. Field survey.
Plate 5.10. The savage Memorial, Lgg4, from the south. Theobelisk is on the site of the fort Op.

Plate 5-11. The acceas tunnel to t,he 1899 searchlight north fromthe engine room.

Plate 5.r2. The engine room, rgg4, showing the engine beds andthe support,ing pillars added in 1943.

Plate 5.13. rl" access passage south from the engine room to themagazine, L994.

Plate 5.14. The door of the 6 pounder OF magazine and thesouthern entry gates to the engine room complex, Lgg4.



Plate 5.1"5. The door of the 6 pounder eF magazine and the rarnppassage, I994.

Plate 5.16. The int,erior of the 6 pounder eF magazine showing theconcrete shelves and the larnp aperture, Lggl.
Plate 5.17. The L2_ pounder battery camouflaged, ca L942.Note thewooden hut west of the gun empladements. OeAlffr{.

Plate 5.18. Ng:.3 searchlight position nearry complete, L942. r.nL994 this position is obsclred by vegetatioi. aEi\ro{.-
Plate 5.19, Io.1 searchlight-position, Tamaki Drive, in Lg42,nearly complete but without thL light. eEAl{M.

Prate 5.2o. No.2 searchright position in Lglz, nearly complete.Note the differences in deeign between the three seirchlights,
q]though all are being built -at ttre same time at the same Jite.
QEAI,TM.

Plate 5-21. 6 pounder twin battery in front of the Tanaki yacht
club, t943. Ehe wooden shed tb the left is a temporarysearchlight emplacement, used while the three permanent
emplacements were under construction.QEN4M.

Plate 5.22. The interior of the 6 pounder twin turret ehowing thebreeches of the guns and the seaCe for the rayere. eEAt4M. 
-

Plate 5.23. 12 pounder battery ernplacements, Bastion point, Lgg1,from the northwest.

Prate 5.24. 12 pounder battery emplacements, Bastion point, Lgg4,from the south east.

Plate 5.25. The mounting plate for a L2 pounder gunr Bastion
Point , L994.

Plate 5.26. No.1 searchlight, ernpracement, Tamaki Drive, Lgg4.

Plate 5.27. No.2 eearchlight empracement, Tamaki Drive, Lgg4.



Plate 6.1. Fort Takapuna barracks, April 1886. Major Tudor-
Boddam. PWD 1284.

Fig. 6.2. Modifications to add lavatory to Fort Takapuna
barracks t cEt 1889. NA Z9,

Fig. 6.2. Excerpt, traced from Fort Record Book, NA AD8B.

Fig. 6.3. Fort rakapuna in L994. Field survey. The underground
areas are shaded.

Fig. 6.4. Fort Takapuna r cd 1942, showing the fort, naval
magazines, 4 inch battery and AA defences. pWD ADO 21540

Plate 6.2. Fort Takapuna ca 1941. RNZAFM WH L2S/53.

Plate 6.3. Fort rakapuna, 3 March 1947. whites Aviation 5z2L(p).

Plate 6.4. Fort Takapuna ca 1963, showing the corrugated iron
roof, the rear of the OP, telephone exchange and eastern 6
pounder QF pit. ATL c16215.

Prate 6.5. Fort rakapuna ca L962, showing the wegtern 6 pounder
QF pedestal. NM cN 1311/93.

Plate 6.6. Fort Takapuna, 5 April 1.984, showing the fort, the 4
inch battery, t,he engine room and the naval magazines. whites
Aviation 77517 (P).

Tig. 5.5. Fort Takapuna 25 April 1944, showing the camp, the
fort, the searchlights, the 4 inch battery and RR empracements.
PWD ADO 21540.

Fig. 6.6.The engine room, Fort Takapuna, !2 December 1898. pWD
1733. This was doubled in si-ze in 1913, to a plan nearly
identical to the North Head engine room (see Fig. -8.24.). pwD
1733.

Plate 6.7. The engine room at Fort rakapuna r c€t L937. Doc
Auckland.

Plate 6.8. The Fort, Takapuna engine room control panel, ca L937.
Ruffell.
Plate 6.9. The Fort Takapuna barracks from the south, 1994.

Plate 6.10. Fort rakapuna barracke from the east, L994, showing
the naval ammunition slide in the right foreground.

Plate 6.11.The western 6 inch BLHP grunpit, Lgg4.

Plate 6.L2. The top of the Nordenfelt 6 pounder eF pedestal in
the western gunpit, L994.

Plate 6.13. The Fort Takapuna engine room looking west I L994.



Plate 6.14. The interior of the eouthern engine
1994 (the same view as plate 6.7). The overhead

room casemate,
traveller railsare still in place.

Plate 6.15. The. southern dynamo room,

Plate 6.15. The northern dynamo room,

Plate 6.L7. The accesg tunnel to the
Takapuna, L994.

Fort Takapunat L994.

Fort Takapuna t L994.

eastern searchlight, Fort

Plate 6.18. The cent,ral passage, Fort rakapuna, looking westacross the doors to the nagazines and lamp room, 1gg4.

Plate 6.19. Wooden tramway turntable in the floor beLween theready-use lockers, Fort Takapuna, !994.
Plate 6-20. Lamp shelf in gallery, Fort rakapuna, Lgg4.

Plate 6.2L. Lamp room, Fort Takapuna, Lgg4.

Plate 6.22. Western 6 inch BLHP pit, Lgg|.
Plate 6.23. Eastern 6 inch BLHP pit, 1994.

Plate 6-24. The west-e_rn gallery, as converted to a naval magazinein L926. It was doubled-in widlh and roofed.
Plate 6.25. Tl" eastern-_galrery, Lgg[. Note the 1gg6 tramwayrails cut by the L926 walr door-and wall at the end.

Prate 6.26. steps in the western garlery, formerly leading to the6 pounder_ pit, partly demolished during converEion t,o a naval
magazine in L926.

Plate 6.27. Steps in the eastern gallery.
Plate 6.28. The interior of the barracks, Lgg4, showing loophoredshutters over the windows, and loopholed walls
Plate 6.29. Detail of the wa11 roophores, Fort rakapuna barracks,
1994



Plate 7.r. 64 pounder converted RML battery on Mt victoria,
1880s, AIM t"t522.

Plate 7.2. 64 pounder converted RML on display at windsor
Reserve, 2 August 1938. New Zealand Herald.

Fig. 7:L. Pran of Mt victoria ca Lgzs. rnterpreted from NA AD 66Z/2, field survey, and Dp23'?57.

Plate 7.3. Probabre site of 64 pounder RML battery, 1.993.

Prate 7.4. 8 inch BLHP gun being landed at victoria wharf,
Dgygnport, en route to Mt Victoria.lrleekTy lteh/s 14 JuIy 1899. AIM
cl6566.

Plate 7.5. 8 inch BLHP gun being winched up the tramway to thethe summit of Mt victoria. weekry flews 14 bury 1899. ArM
cl6565.

Prate 7.6. The 8 inch BLHP gun on the edge of the gunpit. weekTy
IVews 14 July 1.899. AIM C16567.

Plate 7 .7 . Mt victoria in the 1930e ( foreground) , showj-ng the
unmodified 8 inch BLHP battery. North Head -and rorpedo yard arein the right background. Whites Aviation 62627 (p).-
Plate 7.8. Mt victoria, December L94s. whites Aviation 1717(p).

Plate 7.9. Mt victoria, ? Jury 1955. whites Aviation 46985(p).

Plate 7.10. 8. irrch BLHP gun Mt victoria, Lgg3t from t,he east,
showing arnmunition passag,e, and broken off remaine of world warII AA battery structure above it.
Plate 7.11. I inch BLHP on Mt victoria, Lgg3, from the west.

Plate 7.L2. 8 inch BLHP 9utrr Mt Victoria, from the western accegspassage, 1993.

Plate 7.L3. The remains of the entry and parapet for the g inchbattery OP, after bulldozing. 1993.

Plate 7.L4. The gtairs down from the op to the gunpit accesspassage, I inch BLHP battery, 1993.

Plate 7.15. The buttresses at the backfilled western entrance tothe 8 inch BLHP battery access passage t Lgg3.

Plate 7.L6. The shell store in the I inch BLHP
complex, 1993.

Plate 7.L7. The shell and cartridge hoiet for
battery, at the magazine level, 1903.

battery magazine

t,he I inch BLHP

Ii9. .7.2. Fort, victoria 8 j-nch BLHP battery, 1899-192s. compiledby field survey 1993, plan NA AD 66 Z/L, lnd plare ?.7.



Plate 7.18. FCP, Mt Victoria. NA AD 66 Z/L.

Plate 7.L9. Fire commanders post (Fcp) from the east, Lggg.

Plate 7.2o. FcP. frorn the northeasL (seaward) eide, 1993.

Plate 7.2L. FcP, Mt victoria, from the south, r.993. Note thebricked up windowe in the obeervation bay, and boarded windowsin the rest of the st,ructure,

Prate 7.22. chj.mney in the roof of the Fcp, 1993. Bastion point
is in the left background

Plate 7.23. The gut for the tramway on Mt victoria, 1993, belowthe eumntit road.

Prate 7.24. The tramway route above the sunmit road, 1993. The
ecoria walls mark the site of t,he army caretakers house.

Plate 7.25. Mt victoria in the earry tr900s, from the south. TheI inch BLHP battery dominatee the refthand skyrine, the eignal
staLion is in the centre, and the FCp juts ouC to the right-.
Prate 7.26. The Borough water reservoir on the sunmit of utVictoria, 1993, showing the ventilatora.



Plate 8.1. A wat,ercolour of North Head ca 1860. APL 302I.

Plate 8.2. North Head in the early L880s. APL 2964.

Fig. 8.L. North Head, 1994. Plan showing the exieting and removed
surface buildings, plus subsurface features. From Fig. 8.9,
corrected by field survey.

Plate 8.3. 40 pounder Armstrong RBL field gun at North Battery
between 1870 and 1885. AIM CL6429.

Plate 8.4. The same gun at the Queen Elizabeth II Arrny War
Memorial Museum, Waiouru, in L992 awaiting restoration.
Plate 8.5. The 40 pounder RBL Armstrong gun on display in a park
in Weetport in the L920s. DoC Auckland.

fig. A.2. PIan of the 7 inch RML magazine, Fort Cautley, 1885.
Arthur Be1I. PWD 1574.

Plate 8.6. 7 inch RML mounted in the northern pit, Fort Cautley,
in early L885. By kind permiseion of Mr C. Watt,, whoie
grandfather, Gunner Alford, is at left, rear behind the standing
Iayer.

fig. 8.3. Interpreted plan of Fort

Plate 8.7. detail from a Winkelman
ArM 677 /C2601s.

Fig. 8.4. A cross section of Fort Cautley 1899, by Captain
MacKenzie R.A.. Fort Record Book 1910 section, plans and maps.

fig. 8.5. fnterpreted plan of Fort Cautley, 1892-1904.

Plate 8.8. View looking south of the Fort Cautley caEemates,
l-994. The 1886 barracks building is to the right.
Plate 8.9. The Central Casemate, Fort Cautley, 1994.

Plate 8.L0. Entrance to the original telephone exchange, Fort
Cautley, 1994. The L937 BOP is above and to the right.
Plate 8.11. North Head from Takapuna Head, ca 1886. APL 2980.

Plate 8.L2. North Head from Mt Victoria ca 1902. APL W1116.

fig. 8.6. New DS for Fort Cautley, L899, showing the built-in
structure to the south of the main OP. NM.

Fig. 8.'l - North Head telephone communications map showing the
roads and some buildings, ca 1905-6. Fort Record Book, 1910
section.

Plate 8.13. 7 inch RML from Fort Cautley, in Albert Park,
Auckland City, in 1991.

Plate 8.14. Side view of the 7 inch Rl'tL.

Cautley 1886-1889.

panorama of North Head, L900.



Plate 8.15. Makers plaque on the 7 inch RML in Albert Park, 1991.

Plate 8.16. RML guns in Albert Park, 1938. IVew Zealand HeraTd L0
October 1938.

Plate 8.17. Unidentified BL gun on a rnodified Vavasseur mounting
on the summit of North Head ca 1906, adjacent to the abandoned
northern 6 pounder QF pit. AIM C25856.

Plate 8.18. The same gun in close up. It is an 1890e vintage 5
or 6 inch model, with the Vavasseur broadeide mounting placed on
top of a pedestal for drill or saluting purposes. AIM C25855.

Plate 8.19. I inch BLHP grun at the sumnit battery of North Head,
just prior to its move to South Battery. New Zealand Herald 1
September 1952.

Plate 8.20. North Head in the 1930s. Whites Aviatj.on 55892(P).

Plate 8.2L. Aerial view of Nort,h Head, 1930e before L937. Whites
Aviation 62703(P).

Fig. 8.8. PIan of the summit area ca 194L, showi.ng the
installation of an AA machinegun and eearchlight (tMG and St).
Fort Record Book, L94L-42 section.

Plate 8.22. North Head, 1954. Whitee Aviation 34500(P).

Fig. 8.9. North Head contour plan, L946.

Plate 8.23. North Head, 1958. Whites Aviation 46883(P).

Fig. 8.10. Cross sections of the eurunit battery, L992. Treadwell.

Fig. 8.11. Plan of the summit battery, L992. Treadwell.



Fig. 8.L2. 6 inch Mk VIf Battery L992. Re-drawn from 03.401 class
surveys, University of Auckland.

Plate 8.24. 6 inch Mk VII Battery, ca 1937. DoC Auckland.

Plate 8.25. The courtyard of the 6 inch Mk VIf battery ca L937.
DoC Auckland.

Plate 8.26. The interior of the 6 inch Mk VII Battery eastern
shelL store r cd L937. DoC Auckland.

Plate 8.27. 6 inch Mk VII Battery after L946. DoC Auckland.

Plate 8.2A. The western gunpit, 6 inch Mk VII battery, L994.

Plate 8.29. Courtyard of the battery in 1994.

Plate 8.30. The interior of the eaetern ehell store in 1994.

Plate 8.31. Detai,l of the changing lobby between the shell and
cartridge 6t,ores L994.

Plate 8.32. The eastern cartridge store, L994.

Plate 8.33. The base of the cartridge hoiet shaft in the eastern
shifting lobby, 1994.

Plate 8.34. The steel hatch at the top end of the western
cartridge hoist shaft, L994.

Plate 8.35. The base of the eastern ehell hoist, showing the
hoist mechanism and the remains of the hand winching gear, L994.

Plate 8.36. The top of the eastern ehell hoist,, L994.

Plate 8.37. The war shelter to the west of the battery, L994.

Plate 8.38. The trenched passage access to the 6 inch Mk VII
Battery BOP, 1994.

Plate 8,39. The 6 inch Mk VII Battery BOP, from the north, 1994.

Fig. 8.13. Plan of a temporary emplacernent for a 64 pounder RML
in March 1885. Not built, pwD 1195-2.

fig. 8.14. PIan for the temporary 64 pounder RltL emplacement at
North Head, February 1885. Not built. PWD 1198-3.

Fig. 8.15. Interpreted plan of North Battery, L885-1888. From PWD
1s73-3.

fig. 8.16. P1ans for int,erior fittings for magazines for 7 inch
RML at North Battery and 64 pounder RML at South Battery. Major
Tudor-Boddam, September 1885. PWD L26O.

Fig. 8.17. Interpreted plan of North Battery, 1888-1925, From PWD
157 3-3 .



Plate 8.40. Volunteer officers building a bridge at an
instruction camp, L903, at the western entrance to North Battery.
N.Z. Graphic 31.1.1903z299. AIM.

Plate 8.41. Former stable buildings and main entrance to North
Battery, 1994.

Plate 8.42. original western entrance to North Battery, in 1994,
wit,h 4 inch naval gun emplacement to the lef t rear, Compare r,rith
Plate 8.40.

Plate 8.43. Nort,h Head in L942. RNZAFM WH L82 75.

Plate 8.44. 4 inch naval gun, ex HMS New Zealand, emplaced at
North Bat,tery ca 1943. DoC Auckland.

Fig. 8.18. Plan of North Battery in 1984, showing the 4 inch
battery additions. Athfield Architects.
Plate 8.45. 4 inch naval giun emplacement at Nort,h Batt,ery in
L994, showing the reinforced concrete 'Colchester, type overhead
covers.

Plate 8.46. The interior of the western 4 inch naval grun
emplacement, showing the holding down bolter and the connecting
passage to the eastern gunr L994.

Plate 8.47. The 4 inch batt,ery BOP in L994.

Plate 8 .48. The 8 inch BLHP OP at North Batt,ery.

Plate 8.49. The Covered Way approach into Lhe eastern entrance
of North Battery in rgg4, itrotiilng the naval gun emplacements to
the right.
rig. 8.19. Plan of the 64 pounder RML gunpit and magazine, South
Battery, 1993. Re-drawn from 03.401 surveys, University of
Auckland.

Plate 8.50. View looking south, showing the northern entrance to
the Main Magazine and the main entrance to South Bat,tery (right).
L994.

Plate 8.51. CoaI chutes just inside the entrance to South
Battery, 1994, leading down to the engine room below. Sealed at
floor level.
Plate 8.52. Shell store, 64 pounder RML magazine, Lgg4..

Plate 8.53. Lanp passage behind the 64 pounder magazine, L994.

Plate 8.54. Shifting lobby, 64 pounder magazine, L994.

Plate 8.55. The Artillery Store in the 64 pounder passage, Lg94l
probably the former site of the gunpit,

Fig. 8.20. South Battery, 1993. Re-drawn from 03.401 surveys,
University of Auckland.



Prate 8-56- I inch BLHP gun at south Battery, Lggl.
Prate 8.57. detail of t,he I inch pLHp gun at south Battery, Lgg4lshowing the elevating llear, and the t,raversing ring gear androllers.

Plate 8-58. Mounting holes in the wall of the pit for an electricgun dial, which automaticarry repeated the rlngee .na uearing6set in the Op above. L994.

Prate 8.59. Detair of the 8 inch pLHp guDr showing the mountinghores and revers on the base of the hydraulic -ram, for th6hydraulig.pYnP fo,lbringing the gun down fion the raised positionwithout firing, L994.

Prate 8.60. Detail of the gunpit, showing the ranmer holes, andan ifgr-ringbolt for use wnen rnanhandliig the gun. As the gunrecoired down.into_the pit the layer yould swing-the mounti"i ifew. degrees to align the breeCh with one ol the hores -tofacilitate ramming and re-loading. 1994.

Plate 8.61. The entrance to the magazine area from the gunpit,
9!9wing one set, of remaining iron -gates (from two 

"riginai"i.I994.

Plate 8.62. The magazine pasgage, showing the doors to the shellang cartridge stores, the wooden barriei arm between them, anda lamp aperture in the rear wall. Lggl.
Plate 8.63. Lamp passage around the magazine, Lgg4.

Plate 8.64. Shell store, L994.

Plate 8.65. Stairs up to the Op, South Battery, L994.

Plate 8.66. The crew shelter, with fireplace in the rear corner.
Plate 8.67. oP for the I inch BLHP 9urr, south Battery, 1994.

Plate 8.68. Saluting gun at South Battery, Lgg4-,

Prate 8.69. 8 inch BLHP gun at south Battery in t,he'raised(firing) position in L994.

Plate 8.7O. The gun from the northwest, Lgg4.

Plate 8.7L. Detail of the I inch BLHP pit, Lgg|, showing thecutout made in _the_ (originally circulary shield and aprdn in1911, to arrow for loading with cordite properrant.
Plate 8.72. Detail of the trunnion of the g inch BLHP gunroriginally mounted in the summit battery.
Prate 8.73. Ali's cave, south Battery, Lgg4, showing the windowand the eastern bay.

Plate 8.74. Passage from A1i,s cave to the g inch gunpit, rookingeast.



Plate 8.75. The eastern entrance to South Battery and AIi's Cave
from the tennis court. 1994.

Fig. 8.21. Sout,h Battery, North Head. Treadwetl.

Plate 8.76. The 64 pounder access passage, showing the ready-use
lockers . L994.

Plate 8.77. The 64 pounder RML pit from the west, showing the
access pascage in the centre. The engine room escape passage is
in the foreground, and the foundations of the latrine are in the
centre of the gunpit.

Plate 8.78. 64 pounder RML from South Battery, in Albert park,
1991.

Plate 8.79. The 64 pounder RML in Albert park.

Plate 8.80. The makers plaque on the 64 pounder RML in Albert
Park, 1991. Less than three months later this praque had been
stolen from the gun, presumably for ite scrap value.

Plate 8.81. The South Battery area ca 1962. NU GN 1310/93.

Fig. 8.22. The L2 pounder QF battery t 1993, Re-drawn from 03.401
surveys, University of Auckland.

Prate 8.82. 6 pounder Nordenfelt Qr gun from North Head aboard
t,he HMCS Iris during the hunt for Count Von Luckner, L9L7. Note
the chains and cables holding the pedestal to the deck.

Plate 8.83. L2 pounder QF gun at North Head, ca 1932. Note the
absence of any shield. QEAI,IM.

P1ate 8.84. L2 pounder QF gun at North Head with its wartime
shield. Note the battery for electric firing. DoC Auckland.

Plate 8.85. The LZ pounder QF gun from North Head at the eueen
Elizabeth II Army War Memorial Museun, Waiouru, 1994.

Plate 8.86. The 12 pounder QF Battery, from the roof of the BOp,
1994.

Plate 8.87. A ready-use locker at, the 12 pounder eF Battery.
L994.

Plate 8.88. The entrance t.o t,he western crew room, Lgg4,

Plate 8.89. An alcove in the doorway to the western crew room,
t994.

Plate 8.90.

Plate 8.91.

Plate 8.92.
battery.

western crew room, L994.

Iamp store in the lamp passaget L994.

lamp passage at the rear of t'he LZ pounder Qf

The

The

The



Plate 8.93. Lamp aperture into magazine, from the lamp passage,
L994.

Plate 8.94. View of the magazine, looking south through the lamp
aPerture.

Plate 8.95. The interior of the eastern crew ready room, Iooking
north. L994.

Plate 8.96. The interior of the magazine room, looking north,
showing the walled up doorway with the lanp aperture in its
centre.

Plate 8.97, BOP at the L2 pounder Qf Battery, from the east
Iooking into the entrance , 1994.

Plate 8.98. Detail of the rear wall of the eastern room, L2
pounder QF battery BOP, showing Aircraft Recognit.ion Manual pages
pasted on the wall during World War II. 1994.

Fig. 8.23. Plan of the Main Magazine. Re-drawn from 03.401
assignments, University of Auckl-and. 1992.

Plate 8.99. The southern entrance to the Main Magazine, L994.

Plate 8.100. View of the main passage in the Main Magazine,
looking north from the southern entrance. The entrances t,o the
rnagazine rooms are to the right.
Fig. 8.24. Plan of the eastern engine room, June 1886. Major
Tudor-Boddan. PWD 1573-1.

Plate 8.L01. Southern entrance to the eastern engine room. Note
the bullet holes in the plaster. 1994.

Plate 8.102. The northern entrance to the eastern enqine room,
bricked up during its conversion to a magazine, showing- the small
window created.

Plate 8.103. The interior of the eastern engine room. L994.

Plate 8.104. detail of the northern end of the eastern engine
room, 1994.

Plate 8.1O5. The engine room in t,he eastern engine room complex,
L994.

Plate 8.106. Detail of the test room wall, showing wooden blocks
let into the walls to support wooden cabinets for the test gear.
L994.

fig. 8.25. The southern engine room and Minefield OP building,
South Battery, 1993. Re-drawn from 03.401 assignments, Universify
of Auckland.

Plate 8.107. South Battery area ca L962. NM cN I3L2/93.



Prate 8.108. The southern engine room entrance I rgg4, lookingsouthwest,.

Plate 8.L09. The (1892) southern room of the easterncomplex, in L994.

Plate 8.110. The eastern annex tothe 1600 gallon water tank to the
shute to the right . L994.

th_e t892 engine room, showing
left, and the baee of the coal

Plate 8.111. rhg western (1-916] engine room in the sout,h Batterycomprex, with the bed for the Rust6n Hornsby diesel enginl ie-lithe centre. part of the contror paner ie acthe reft rear. 1994.

Prate 8.112. The 1916 workshop at the rear of the engine room,with the door to the escape tunnel at the reft. rgga.
Plate 8.1L3. The entranee to the escape tunnel from the 1916workshop. 1994.

Plate 8.114. -The (L919) western annex to the (1916) westernengine room, formerly occupied by a kerosine "ngine. Lgg4.

Plate 8.115- The escape tunner from the southern engine room,Iooking east. L994

Fig. 8.26. The south Battery searchright complex, Lgg|. Fierd
survey.

Fig. 8.27. PIan of the 6 pounder QF and searchlight emplacements,
South Battery, ca L892. pWD 1554.

Fig. 8.28. Propoeed alterations to the South Battery searchlight
complex in 1900, prior to the interventj-on of Captiin McKenzie.
Captain Coyly, NM file D19OO /BLL,
Plate 8.115. south Battery upper searchright emplacement (see
Fig. 8.27). The concrete cap-bver the access shaft is in theright, foreground.

Plate 8.117. lhe entrance to the south Battery searchlight
complex, showing the roof construction. L994

Fig. 8.29. Arterations to the searchli.ght embrasures, southBattery complex, 1900. NM file D1900/4169.

Plate 8.118. The access tunnel down into the south Battery
searchlight complex, 1994.

Prate 8.119. view up the originar accesa shaft to the complex.
L994.

Plate 8.120. The interior of the searchrigbt complex from the
accesa tunnel, looking south. 1994.

Prate 8.121. The eastern galrery, showing the ernbraaure, tramway,
concrete reinforcing at the mouth of the gallery, and the serviEe
room to the 1eft. 1994.
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Plate 8.L22. The interior of the 6 pounder eF magazine in the
searchlight complex.

Plate 8.123. LookJ-ng east along the cross gallery, showing the
tramway, and the three entrances to t,he magazine and its lamp
passage. 1994

Plate 8.L24. Exterior view of the western embrasure, South
Battery searchlight complex. L994.

Plate 8.125. Profile view of the east,ern embrasure. Note the
reinforcing of the cliff edge . L994.

Plate 8.126. Searchlight No.2 r cd L937. The projector is
operational. Note the rolled steel shutters. DoC Auckland.

Plate 8.L27. searchlight. No.1t 1994. Note the rounded front,
consistent with contemporary Art Deco archj.tecture, and the
pattern of the side supports.

Plate 8.128. Searchliqht No.2, L994. Note the raised plinth, and
the semi-circuLar front.
Plate 8.129. Searchlight No.3, L994, nearly identical to No.1.

Fig. 8.30. Searchlight No.4, L994. Field survey.

Plate 8.130. Searchlight No.4, exterior view. Note the
embrasure with iron reinforcing. L994.

Plate 8.131. Covered staircase adjacent to searchlight No.4,
L994.

Plate 8.132. rear of interj.or of Searchlight No.4, showing the
recesses for switch boards, and the boxing marks in the concrete
barrel vaulted ceiling. Cable ducts are in the floor. 1994.

Plate 8.133, The t,unnelled entrance into Searchlight No.4. Note
the earthenware pipe for the power cabLe on the right. 1994.

Plate 8.134. the concrete plinth on which the wooden shelter for
Searchlight 4A stood. 1994.

Plate 8.135. Searchlight No.5. Note the deep tunnelled structure,
and the sguare embrasure. 1994.

Fig. 8.31. Searchlight No.5 | L994, Field survey.

Plate 8.136. Searchlight No.5 from the south, showing the
embrasure in profile, and the location of the tunnelled entrance.
L994.

Prate 8.137. The tunnelled entrance to searchlj.ght, No.5. 1994.

Prate 8.138. rnterior of searchlight No.5, ehowing the recesses
at the rear for the controlling switchboard. 1994.

square



Plate 8.1-39. rnterior of searchfight No.5, showing the conduits
in the floor for power cables. The heavy boxing- marks of the
barrel vaulted ceiling are visible to the top. L994.

Plate 8.140. The pedestal for a 5 pounder Nordenfelt eF gun at
the DoC ranger's hut adjacent to South Battery. Used aa an
incinerator by staff for many years. 1994,

Plate 8.141. The Minefield OP from the west, 1994, showing the
doorway and two bricked-up windows.

Plate 8.L42. The interior of the Minefield OP. Bastion Point is
visible through the embrasure. L994.

Plate 8.143. 6 pounder llotchkiss QF saluting batt.ery at Hl'ts
Philomel in 1932. New Zealand Herald.

Plate 8.144. North Head ca 1941. RNZAFM.

Plate 8.145. Hotchkiss 6 pounder eF gun at Kauri point naval
anmunition depot, L97Qe. The braes plat,e next to the breech block
records the weapon's history. DoC Auckland.

Prate 8.L46. Northern Hotchkise 6 pounder eF pits, rooking north.
r994.

Plate 8.147. The eastern pit of the northern Hotchkiss battery.
L994.

Plate 8.148. The western pit, of the northern Hotchkiss battery,
with Cheltenham Beach behind.

Plate 8.149. North Head ca 1943, shorrring the harbour boom with
its controlled entrance, or the site of the 1886-1907 minefield.
Grattan 1948.

Plate 8.150. The western 6 pounder pit at the Hotchkiss boom
battery, showing the ready-use rocker and the concreted scoria
waIls.1994.

Plate 8.151. lhe eastern 6 pounder pit, showing the ready-use
locker. 1994.

Fig, 8.32. Annies Cave, L994. A tunnelled feature on the south
side of North Head, 3 m above sea Level. Fiel-d survey.

Plate 8.152. Ali's Track. The path made by 1940s searchlight
crevts, from the entrance of Annies Cave. The rear of Searchlight,
No.3 is to the left. t994.

Plate 8.153. The entrance to Annies Cave from No.3 searchlight.
Note the vertical slots to either side where a door was fit,ted
in the 1920s.

Plate 8.154. Annies Cave. View of the interior from just inside
the entrance, showing t,he outer gallery opening to the left.
r994.



Prat3 8.155. Annies cave, the inner galrery, showing the widebenches.1994.

Plate 8.156. -Annies cave, the outer gallery, showing the twobenches and the. tunnelling marks. l-gg4-.

Plate 8.157- The 4 inch naval.gun saluting battery on the t.enniscourt_ by south Battery, during Territorial training in 193?.RuffelI.

Plat,e 8.L58. A 4 inch naval gun (ex HMS New zearand), mounted at,the edge of the tennis court in 1932. Doc Auckland.'
Plate 8-L59. Auckland rnfantry Volunteers training in the coveredway on the northeastern side of the head in 1900. Auckland weeklyNellrs 13 July 1900.

ri-9. 8.33. Drawj-ng for the incrine wheer, on the upper BLHP road,February 1893. NA AD 3S/5.

Plate 8.160. North Head, L992. Nz Geographjc No.16 Lggz:LL2.
Plate 8.16L. Footing of the jgltv at the eagtern extrenity ofNorth Head, in front of searchlight, tto.4. 1994.

Plate 8-162. The incl-ine wheel set into the hillside adjacent totl,g uppgr BLHP road, and used to haul stores up the tiamway tothis point. part of an 8 inch BLHp carriage, prdbably from u6rthBattery, vras found nearby and is now on aisplay herL. 1994.

Prate 8.163. The incrine wheer set into the rear of the upper
BLHP road on the line of the tram!,ray.

Plate 8.164. North Head ca t9O4-5. ATL 1635 L/2.

T19: 8.34. Plan of the Officers, euarters, Major Cautley, June188s. PwD L299-L.

Plate 8.165. Fort Cautley ca 1906. ApL W553.

Fig. 8.35. Plan of North Head, !944. ADO 21540.

Fig. 8.36. North Head summit 1993, showing excavation areas.
Fig. 8.37. Excavation area6 on the eurunit of North Head, Lggz.

Plate 8.166. Excavations at Area rr 1991r on the site of theoriginal northern ? inch Rt{L pit. compare with prate g.6.

Plate 8.L67. The ent,rance to the acceea passage from t,he northern7 inch RML pit, into the summit battery-compl-ex.

Prate 8.168. Excavation at Area rrr, 1991, showing the width ofthe concrete lip of the I inch BLHP pit.
Plate 8.169. Excavation of the southern 6 pounder eF gun
emplacement, Area IV, 1991.



Plate 8.170. Excavat,ion at Area V, the southern
The outline of the pit ie clear, with the single

7 inch RML pit.
northern loading

gallery defined by ranging poles.

Plate 8.171. The loading gallery entrance,
excavation.

during the 1991

Plate 8.171,. Excavation at Area VI, in the covered way, ehowing
the aeh surface of this shallow feature.
Plate 8.L72. Excavations at Area vr, in the covered way adjacent
to the entrance to North Bat,tery, showing it to be approximately
1.5 m deep at this point.
Plate A.L74. View of the southern RML pit after excavation in
1994.

Plate 8.175. Detail of a recess with ringbolt. Note the
irreg'ular, angled shape.

Plate 8.176. The loading gallery of the southern Rt{L pit, after
excavation in L994. The roof was obviouely removed when the pit
was filled.
Plate 8.L77. Detail of the loading gallery, showing the ready-use
locker.

Prate 8.178. The entrance from the pit into the summit battery
eomplex, after excavation in L994.

Prate 8.179. detail of the wall of the RIr{L pit, ehowing the
effect on the wall of the rotting of the tirnber foundations used
in its congtruction in 1885.

Prate 8.180. detair of the southern 7 inch RML pit, showing the
pedestal cap and traversing gear of a Nordenfelt 6 pounder eFlying in the rear of the pit.
Plate 8.181. 8 inch BLHP pit at the surunit battery, in 1991,
while is uae aa a water tank.

Plate 8.182. Detail of the bearing marks on the wall of the
surunit 8 inch BLHP pit. The orange painted sectors vrere to be
avoided for firing.
Plate 8.183. Detail of the surunit 8 inch BLHp pit
and excavati-on in L994.

Plate 8.184. The I inch BLHP pit in the sunnit,
draining in 1994.

after draining

battery after



rig. 9.1. Norlh Battery, North Head, showing proposed engine roomand searchlight emplacement, ca 19g7, pWD -LS73ZZ,

Plate 9.1. Torpedo Bay imrnediately prior to the construction ofLhe submarine mining depot. ApL 2gbA .

Prate 9-2. Torpedo yard between Lg93-1896. ApL 2g7o.

Plate 9.3. Torpedo yard before 1896. AIM C2762.

Tig: 9-2. Teet fo-omr- Torpedo yard. Major Tudor-Boddam, 18g6. pwD
1564-1, DoC Auckland.

rig. 9.3. whitehead torpedo store, Torpedo yard, lggo. pwD L564-L3, NM.

Fig. 9.4. Jetty at Torpedo yard, 15 April 1g86.

Fig. 9.5. Pl-an of ninefield between Bastion point
ca 1896. DoC Auckland.

PWD 1310.

and North Head,

rig. 9.6. _Proposed alterations to Torpedo yard 1g96, showing theexisting Observing Stat,ion. pWD 1601:

Tlg. .9.7. Proposed alterations to Torpedo yard in 1g92, showingthe inclusion of the torpedo boat sheh. pWD 1134.

rig,. 9.8. Reconstructed pran of Torpedo yard as built, 1900.Field survey and pWD 1134-.

Fig- 9.9. connecting up shed, Torpedo yard, 1g99. pwD L?23. NA
AD 66 2.6.

fig. 9.10. Wharf at Torpedo yard, j.899. pWD 1215.

Plate 9.4. The reconstruct,ion of Torpedo yard is under wayr 1g96-1899. ATL c4488 L/2.

Prate 9.5. Tofpedo yardr. _1900, newry completed and futlyoperationar in its expanded form. winkefman, irM ogelc253g8 and
626 /C2s386.

Plate 9.6. Permanent Artillery men in their barracks at TorpedoYard, 1899. Ruffel1.

Plate 9.7. Devonport submarine miners training in rgo2. The upperphotograph. ie at the old drirl hal1 on the Rdmirarty Reeerve,-indthe rower is at. Torpedo yard. Nz craphie 25 January 19o2;163. ApLA12563.

Plate 9.8. Minq roading under way at rorpedo yard, and a group
pl9!og!9ph of the miners ar Forr iakapunal nz eraphic 2s Jaiuar|L9022L62. APL A12564.

Plate 9.9. Artirrery yard, 24 August Lg2s. ApL 2974, 29'14a,
297 4b.



Plate 9.10. Art,illery Yard in the 1930,s, with the s.s. Niagaraoff North Head. AIM I7528/C26016.

Plate 9.11. Artillery Yard and North Head, 27 December 1949.
Whites Aviation 19143(P) .

Plate 9.L2. The site of the mine primer test pits in HMNZS Tamaki
Boatyard, 1994.

Prate 9.13. The mine store, HMNzs Tamaki Boatyard, Lgg4, showingthe angled rear window.

Fig. 9.11. The guncotton pit, Bastion point, Aprir 1886. Major
Tudor-Boddam. PwD 1564-0.

Fig. 9.L2. The mine store, Bastion point, March 1886. pwD L5G4-
10.

rig- 9.11.- Primer test pit, Bastion point, L5 April 1886. Major
Tudor-Boddam. PWD 1564-14.

Prate 9.14. Biddicks Bay, orakei, r92L, rooking at Bastion point.
APL 4447.

Plate 9.15. Biddicks Bay in L9ZL. ApL 4453,

Plate 9.16. The Thorneycroft C1ass If torpedo boat Te Arai Te Itru
alongside the wharf at rorpedo Bay in the late 1g90s. Note the
whitehead torpedo mounted amidshipi. crown copyright. NM RNZN GN9t2 85.

Prate 9.L7. Thorneycroft class rr torpedo boat. pwD plan. crowncopyright, NM RNZN GN 945 85.

Prate 9.18. Torpedo boatshed on the Admirarty (now windsor)
Reserve, Devonport, with the victoria ferry wharf behind. ApL
30s2.

Prate 9.19. Torpedo Yard prior to its expansion in 1g96. Note thesimilarities in the building construction to those at Wellington
and Ot,ago (Plates 3.52 and 3.84). ApL 2954.

Plate 9.2O. HMNZS Tanaki Boatyard L994.

Plate 9.2L. Bat,hing poot , 1994.

Plate 9.22. Bathing poor and bath houee, L92oe. ArM c1zg59.



Plate D.1. Arthur Wilbraham Dillon BeII.
Plate D.2. Lieutenant Colonel Francis John Fox.

Plate D.3. Lieutenant General Sir William Frederick Drurunond
Jervois, G.C.M.G., C.8., F.R.S,
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CHAPTER ONE

TNTRODUCTION

This thesis is a study of the military fortificat,ions built to
defend the Waitemata Harbour in Auckland, New Zealand, during the
period 1885-1925.

These fortifications, in the 1990s, are the focus of considerable
public interest, centred on the North Head site. While there
rtere five other fortification sit,es, they are out of the public
view or have been destroyed; Nort,h Head is a large volcanic cone
which dominates the entrance to the Waitemata Harbour. It is in
public ownership, and is highly visible from all around the
harbour. Its location makes it a much used viewj-ng platform
during yacht races and public occasions on the harbour, and it
is also popular with walkers and joggers. Over a third of a
million visitors are drawn to North Head annually, making it the
most visited piece of concervation eetate in New Zealand.

But Lhe visitore are not drawn solely for the viewe of the
harbour. North Head is covered in monumental ruins in stone and
concrete, which are very visibLe from every perspective. A small
naval training school still occupiee the sunmit, keeping it
secure from the public, while heightening public interest with
its many signal and radar antennae and frequent hericopter
movemente and other military activities. Through the navy fence
can be seen still more ruins. The ruins of the coast defence
batteries have been poorly presented, and poorly understood. The
public are encouraged to tour through 6ome areas (south Battery
in particular), but find a bewildering labyrinth of whitewashed
tunnels, rooms, steps and unexplained features. The North Head
tunnels have become a popular family attract,ion.

In the absence of adequate presentation or explanation, however,
a cloak of mystery has descended upon the ruins of the
fortifications, and an oral tradition of great secrets within the
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hitr has sprung up. stories abound abouL ,,missing,, tunnels and
"secret" caverns that people crain to have been in but can no
longer find. some craim that there is a military conspiracy to
cover up the fact that vast amounts of unstable ammunition were
left buried in secret ammunit,ion dumps within the hill after
World War If.

rn fact, all of North Head was in miritary hands from 1g85, and
considerable engineering work occurred in building a series of
coastal defence works from 1gg5 Lgzs, and again from Lg37
1945. since 1945 the head has been slowly abandoned by the
military, who nolr retain onry a smarl area of the surunit. A
complicated sequence of building activity has greatly altered the
landscape, and Left considerable evidence in the archaeological
record. studied in the context of its contemporary sit,es in
Auckrand and elsewhere, the "mysterious,, North Head tunnels are
susceptible to perfectry rational explanatione. The works on
North Head were not built in isolation, in euckland, New Zealand.
The batteries and support facirities built on it were part of a
technolog'y installed right around the British Empire in re3ponse
to imperial needs and demands. This study therefore puts aI1 the
Auckrand defences of the period 1gg5 Lg2s into this overall
context.

The project as originally envisaged lras considerably wider in
scope' encompassing all Maori and hietoric fixed defences around
Auckrand. rt soon became evi-dent, however, that there waa t,oo
much material for this topic to be contained in a single study.

The pre-European fortifications (pa) around Tamaki Makarau
(Auckland) are numeroua, but have been the subject of relatively
little detailed study, and aa a consequence are poorly
understood. There is l-ittle archival or comparative material
available to assist in interpreting t,hese sites in a defensive
contextr so t,hat rarge scale excavation wourd probably be
necessary to arrive at an adequate interpretation for each site.
Given the size and cult,ural importance of the najor Auckrand pa
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si-tes it is likely that there would be
in obtaining sufficient funding, and
resource consente for such a project.

considerable difficulty
the necesEary iwi and

There has been considerable military act,ivity inpactinq on the
Auckrand randscape since European colonisation in lg4o. An
infantry fort was erected in early 1841 on point Britomart to
protect the new set,trement, and later supplemented by the Albert
Barracks, which enclosed several hectaree of parade grounds and
barracks on the aame ridge with a defeneible stone war_r. Fort
Ligar was partially congtructed on the Hobson Street ridge west
of the settlement in the 1g40sr ,.Er a refuge for the civilian
population in t,he event of a Maori attack. It was never finished,
and qras made redundant with the compretion of the Albert
Barracks. There has been a thorough archaeological etudy of the
Fort Ligar siter, and some minor excavat,ion work has been
carried out in Albert park, the site of the Al-bert Barracks. The
site of Fort Britomart was dest,royed during harbour reclamation
work in the 1870s.

In the 1850s four settlements of military peneioners (Fenciblee)
were established to the south of Auckland, at onehunga, otahuhu,
Panmure and Howick, as a defensive screen for the town. rn each
case a strong"point was built as a focal point of the virrage;
blockhouses at onehunga and otahuhu, a stockade at Howick, and
a redoubt at Panmure. Considerable physical remains of these
st,ructures stirl exist (although the identification of the
otahuhu blockhouse remains doubtfur), but none has been t.he
subject of serious academic study.

In the 1860s more than 30 redoubts, stockades and blockhouses
were built in south Auckland to support the milit,ary invasion of
the waikato, and to prot,ect the supply lines of the invading
troops from Maori attack. Many of these survive, and have been
properly recorded by the Auckland and Waikato Historical

' smith, r. Lggga and Lgggb
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Societies, but none have been the subject of archaeorogical
study.

From L885, large scale coast defence works were built around the
wait,emata Harbour in response to a widespread fear that the
Austrarasian colonies would be subject to attack by Russian
armoured cruisers. Sirnilar fortifications were erected in all
major ports throughout Australia and New zealand. By 19oo in
Auckland there were seven batteries mounting heavy coastal guns
on North Head, Takapuna Head, Mt Victoria, Bastion point and
Point Resolution. There waa a continual evolution of the coastal
defence works until around Lgzs, when .many of the bat,teries of
the L880s \rere abandoned as obsolet,e.

From the late 1930s, with the onset of world war rr, new coastal
defences were const.ructed throughout New Zealand. In Auckland.,
new heavy batteries were built on Motutapur Rangitoto and Waiheke
rslands, dt North Head, Takapuna Head, cagtor Bay, and on the
Whangaparaoa Peninsula. These were supplemented. by searchlights,
ninefield and boom defencesr &B werl as heavy and right anti-
aircraft batteriee. Many of these were abandoned after the war,
but some remained operational until t,he late 1.950s, when coastal
defence ag an overall concept was abandoned by the nilitary.

The large ecale building of coaetal fortifications from 1885 to
1946 has left monumental ruine on many headlands and islands
around the waitemata Harbour and Hauraki Gulf. stripped o.f guns,
equipment and fittings, they have been largely ignored by the
pubric, hietorians and archaeologists, and as a consequence are
poorry understood. rn the absence of accurate history being
available a considerable myt,hology hae arisen around those sj.tes
which are open to the public.

For the first L20 years of Auckrand's exiet,ence as a European
colony, military fortifications prayed a very eignificant role
in the life of its citizens. They rrere highty visible around the
waterfront edge of the city, and very audible during regular
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pract,ices. However, with the disappearance of the guns from
public view and hearing in l-959, this importance vras rapidty
forgotten.

Many of the coastal defence sites are at, risk of destruction at,
the hands of vandals, and of rocar bodies and government
departments who do not, understand the age or historical
sigrnif icance of the sites controlred by them. untir the
conmencement of Lhis study, none of the coastal defence sites had
been formally recorded in the New zealand Archaeological
Aseociation site recording scheme r ot listed in local authority
schemes. This project becarne an att,empt to describe and interpret
the physical- remains of the coaetal defence sitee t,hree decades
after the dieappearance of the grune from the Last of them, before
more of the sites and artefacts are damaged or lost through
neglect or delj-berate destruction. rt, is a study of the
disappearing fortsr guD empracements and coast,ar guns of
Auckland.

rt $/as clear from the outset that the entire complicated sequence
of coastal defence fortifications in Auckland would still be too
large in scope for this project. My previous work with historic
archaeological eitee had largely focused on Armed Constabulary
field fortificatione in the Bay of prenty2, combining interests
in archaeolog'y and police history (ae a member of t,he New Zearand
Police). This background dictated that the project shourd
concentrate on the period commencing in lBBs, when the New
Zealand Conetabulary Force personnel in t,he frontier forts of the
Waikato, Bay of Plenty and Taranaki were rushed to the four main
ports to build emergency harbour fortifications in response to
the Ruesian scare of that year. rn l.886, with more permanent
works under wdy, the New zearand constabulary Force was sptit
into two new bodiee, the Permanent Militia to etaff the coastal
defences, and the unarmed Nen zealand police Force to carry out
civil policing duties. However, the connection was maintained

2 Mitchell, J. 1gg3 and 1gg4
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until 1900 by the insistence that
from the ranks of the artillery
Militia so that'they would form an

Police could only be recruited
specialiste of the Permanent
appropriate military reserve.

The logical cut-off point for this study ie Lg2S, when many of
the 'Ruseian Scare' forts were declared obeolete and abandoned.
The maj.n artillery technology in New zealand during t,his period
was the 'disappearing elun', which rose out of a concealed pit to
fire, and fell back on recoil under a steel shietd for reloading;
the project therefore focused on the study of the 'disappearing
llun' period of coastal fortification in Auck1and.

This thesis approaches the rise and falI of the dieappearing gun
technology in the coastal defences of Auckland from an
archaeological perspective. considerable emphaeis wae given at
the start of thie project to visiting every such site in
Auckland, and fierd recording the visible remains, However,
despite frequent visit.s to the sites and careful reading of the
available historical material, the interpretation of many
features remained problematicar, and the oral traditione
associated with them made lit,tle sense.

Accordingly, archival research was intensified, and excavations
were planned for feat,uree at Point Resolution and North Head.
These excavations were succesefully concluded, but revealed
that the features sought had mostry been destroyed, often
thoroughly and on a large ecale. The search for the northern
earthworks and gunpits on the surnmit of North Head, for example,
revealed more than 4 m of rubble, without stratigraphy, on the
terrace in queetion. While the excavatione anewered broad
questions, they did not provide the material for detaired
interpretation that had been sought.

subsequentry, a rarge amount of archival material, much of it
never previouely studied, was located in various repositories
around New Zealand. There rirere many photographs and construction
plans, plus a very large quantity of detailed written recordg.
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some of the documentary evidence disagreed with the
archaeologicar remains, further compricating interpretation.

Aspects of the archival rnaterial must be treated with some
distrust in terms of accuracy. Written records and plans often
refrect the intentions of the writer rather than reality, are
filtered by training and perception, and are always aimed at an
audiencei in the case of these archives they were nearry arways
conpiled by pubric servant,s (civir or military), writing for
their political masters. Progress on works was often overstated,
and problems minimised, while appropriate credit or blame was
disproportj-onately allocat,ed. The records extant today are often
incomplete, or preeent a very narrow sample of what waa
originally recorded. By testing the historical records with
archaeological methods, it ie possibre to arrive at a far more
balanced view of what has occurred in the landecape. The
historical archives, while very important to this study, were
treated in effect aa another artefact, in reaching an
interpretation of the sitee studied.

FortunatelY, the Auckland coastal defence sit,es do not exist in
isoration. They were the expression, in a far flung colony, af
the policies, industrial and rniliLary technology of the British
Empire at its bureaucratic and technocratic height in the late
victorian era. sinilar forte were built in al1 the major ports
of the empire, forlowing common policy, to mount simirar vreapons.

European armament and fortification technologry vraa itself the
culmination of 500 years of development since the revolutionary
introduction of gunpowder in the 14th century. The evolution of
this technorogy from the 14t,h to the early 2oth centuriee vras
therefore examined, with a detailed emphaeis on that of Britain,
to provide an appropriate context for t.hie study. comparative
material vtas collected, dealing with coastal fortifications in
Britain, canada, singapore, south Africa, Bermuda, and Auetralia,
and eites in singapore, victoria and New south wales were
visited. some conmon themes emerged, ae wirl be eeen in chapter



Two.

The story of coastal fortification in the late L9th century is
that of an arms race between major European powers and the
application of rapidry evolving science and technorog:y to the
primary offeneive and defeneive military auper-weapong of that
era, the ironclad steam-powered warship, and its intended
nemesis, coastal fortification. Art,itrery on land and sea was at
the reading edge of industrial and milit,ary technologry in the
rate 19th century, was expensive, often experimentar in nature,
and rapidly became obgolete through technological change.

Armed with this new understanding of the international pi.cture,
the 'Russian scare' coagtar fortifications in wellington,
Lyttleton and Dunedin were visited and studied. Common themes
emerged, but it was apparent that there was a distinctly 'New
zearand' flavour to theee works by comparieon with those
elsewhere in the British Empire, in that economy and eaae of
construction had obviousry been a major factor in their desigm.
Despite a considerable consistency in theme, t,here was also rnajor
regionar variat.ion in detail design features, apparently
reflecting the input of local foremen.

with thie background, the Aucktand sites were re-vj-sited and
studied. site records hrere completed for them all, and
archaeological drawings were made of 25 features, by fietd
archaeological techniques or by correcting, adapting and re-
drawing original design prans as checked by field Burvey. During
this period, the Department, of coneervation was conducting
archival and field research on North Head in an effort to check
some of t,he stories of 'missing, tunnels and rooms, and some
additional inforrnation became available for this study a6 a
consequence.

A large amount of data was accumurated in relation to the
Auckland sites and their wider context. Site records, excavation
records, field drawings, photographs (eurface and aeriar), oral
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interviewE, manuscripts, official records and published material
mounted up, and the question became how to analyze and organise
the data to forn a coherent, archaeological picture of t,he sites
studied.

A considerable number of historical sites have been investigated
archaeologically in New Zealand. A l-990 index of such work tisted
LL7 pubrished excavations on historic sites3, 25t of them being
nilitary. A large number of other excavations and archaeological
studies have been carried out but have not, yet been pubriehed.
The emphasis in nearly alL cases has been on a descriptive
approach, either as an aid to site interpretation or to salvage
information from gites threatened with destruction. Little in
the way of theoretical argurnent has developed in New zealand, in
6ome contrast to Auetralia and the United States of America,
where there has been some lively debate about t,he theoretical
direction of hiatorical archaeolog'y.

As elsewhere in archaeology, a variety of theoreticar approaches
can be adopted, as out,lined for the Auetralian sj.tuation by
Birmingham, Bairetow and wilson'. However, few of the
'established' theoreticar approaches seemed to have much
applicability to the data collected on the Auckland coastal
defences. rn major contrast to earlier military sites previously
studieds, the technology, conetruction, and politicat background
of these sites wag highry complex. rt is comparatively easy to
study and interpret a simpre earthen redoubt built to .house a
smalr body of infantry on a colonial frontier, and quickly
ahandoned once the perceived t.hreat had abated. The coastal
defence sitee involve a great deal more.

Functionar perepectivee seemed to be of little value. rt is quite
clear that gunpits had to be built to certain dimensions as a

Smith 1990:93

Birmingham et a7 1988

5 Mitchell 1983 | L9g4
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function of the type of lfun that, rrra6 to be mounted, and
functional consideratj-ons dictated the approximate location of
batteries. Hoffever, functionarism did not explain the many
regional differences apparent within New zealand, nor the
distinctly New Zealand flavour given to what should have been
forts constructed to a standard imperial moder. The political
decision to opt for a 'bricks-and-mortar, artilrery defence of
such elaboration and cost rather than any of the alternatives had
little to do with functional coneiderations, but a great. deal to
do with the fact the coronial Governor was also one of the
empire'e leading prbponent,e of coastal artillery.

The building of the coastal defences could also not be readily
exprained by economic t,heories. The forts cost, the coronial
government half a million pounds it could ill afford at a time
of economic depression, while promoting little benefit for the
rocar or nationar economy, aa most of the money was spent, on
capital expenditure for guns and equipment in Britain.

The worrd syetems approacho, white superficiarly att,ractive, waa
also of rittle heIp. clearly, the coastar artillery forts and
their equiprnent had not developed in ieolatj.on in New Zealand,
but were a product of the inperial motherland, and were installed
in New zealand a6 a conaequence of its colonial gtatus in
relation to the British empire. The notion of a flow of ideas,
technology and artefacts to the colony from the induetrial core
thus hae aome apprj-cability, but it is so eerf-evident that it
lacks usefulness in this instance.

In any caser numerous examples were found to'indicate that broad
theoretical explanat,ione should be treated with some caution. rn
repeated ca6e6 it was found that design features ranging from
minor details to whole battery and fort sites vrere the result not
of 'correct' miritary practice, but of the irnpact of human or
bureaucratic error. The forts were built by contract or prj-son

' Jeans 1988
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labour, under the supervision of the departments of public works
and defence, with considerable political interference and public
debate. Victorian governmental bureaucracy was flourishing by the
1880s, and the resulting errora in communicat,ion, desigrn, costing
and staffing reflect the complex induet,rial and technological
society of this recent period of history. The ,mist,ake' factor
must be taken into account in any considerat,ion of theoret,ical
approaches to t,his data. Through the medium of the written
records, it can be seen that many of the conetruction decisions
depended not on any wide irnperial design, but on the ,human

fact,or', through politice, individual influence, error or
personal bias.

r berieve that the archaeologicar data available from the
Auckland coast,al defence sites can best be explained within the
context of colonialism and imperialism. However strategj-cally
and militarily apt the coaetal forts may have been to imperial
theoreticians in r,ondon, it, is clear in hindsight that they were
utterry inappropriate to rocar needs. There hras little or no
realistic miritary threat to New zealand in the L880s, the
technologicar requirements of the minee, torpedoes and heavy
artillery were beyond the col-ony'a ovrn reaources, and there were
simply not enough fit men of military age to staff the defences
once they were completed. The purchase of the eluns and eguipment
and the construct,ion of the forts to house them stretched t,he
colonial economy etill furt,her at a time of depreseion.

Far simpler and more rearistic defence echemes were proposed by
colonist,e with suitabre military backgrounds, but they were
ignored in favour of the more grandiose schemes propounded by
inperiar authorities in London, the imperiar representative in
New Zealand Governor Sir Wiltiam Jervoie, and rnilitary advisors
engaged by the colonial government on the recomrnendation of the
Governor' fmperial authoritiee were so succegsful in arousing
public sympat,hy for their schemes that local politicians (in
Australia ae well as New zealand) were forced by popular clamour
into precipitate action, incruding the purchase of experimental
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weapons from British manufacturera which were never subeequently
accepted for imperial service. The popular enthueiasm for all
things nilitary'and the jingoistic determination to 'do your bit'
for Queen and empire so evident in late Victorian New Zealand wae

first manifested in the construction and staffing of the harbour
defences; three decades Iater this same colonial enthusiasm for
'mother Engrand'would lead to the slaughter of a large number
of New Zealand's male population on imperial battlegrounds during
World War I.

From the viewpoirit of the 'nuclear-free' and basically pacifist
New Zeal-ander of the 1990s the decision to conetruct the harbour
defences aeems inexplicabre and inherentry flawed. However, the
morality and politics of the 1990s cannot be appried to the
1880s, when New zealand was a determinedly loyal colony, a minor
player in an aggressive empire based on economic and miritary
prowess. The decision to build the harbour defences wag

evidently very popurar with the coroniste, who responded eagerry
to imperial suggestione that New Zealand should contribute to
imperial defence in this way. The defences can to a major extent
be Eeen as the coroniar government's reaponae to imperial
Pressurer and to the popular enthusiasm which was the regult of
that Preaaure. The harbour defencee as buiLt were the product of
the coronial experience in New zearand. Many of Lhe themes
evident in the const,ruction of t,he coasLar fort,s in the 1880s
a succession of vieiting 'experts', bureaucratic bungli.ng,
political interference, the influence of fashions in nilitary
thoughtr pressure from external allies, the enthusiastic purchase
of inappropriate technologies - have eomewhat disturbing echoes
in many areas of ttre ensu.ing century of New Zealand's social and
polit,ical development .

The physical remnants of the 'disappearing elun' period of coastal
fortification in Auckland have therefore been studied in the
overall context of the colonial experience. The detaited studiee
are of neceseity deecriptive and evidential, and make
considerable uee of archival records. Nonethelese, extensive
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archaeologicar fieldwork, mainly fierd survey with some rimited
excavations, has been necessary to check, validate or refute the
historical dat,a.

None of t,hese archaeological sites stand alone. They were the
product, of the ratest imperiar t,echnorogies manifested in the
farthest flung colony of the British empire, some 20r000 km from
their designers. They cannot be interpreted without an adequate
understanding of thie wider context.

To present the cohtext, thie thesis commences in Chapt,er Two with
an examination of the hietory of European fort,ification in the
gunpowder d9€r j-ntroducing many terme and practices aa they
deveroped and were subsequently used in the New zealand eites.
British imperial practice in coastal fortification is then
discussed, with the practices and trends of the 19th century in
particular being examined, and practicar exanpree given from
around the empire.

chapter Three introduces the New zealand eituation, with a
discussion of defence policy from 1840-1925. within this
framework, the 1885 acquisition of land for the Auckland defences
is then examined, and the extent of the uee of local reaourceg
is discuesed. Finarly, detailed examplee of design and practice
in t,he construction of coastal defences of the 'disappearing gun,
period in New zearand are given from wellington, Lyttreton and
Otago harbours, with a brief overview of Auckland. Fort
Britomart ie also dealt withr os the only example of an earlier
coaetal defence work in New Zealand.

The ensuing chapters deal in detail with the sites which.are the
subject, of this etudy. chapter Four deale with Fort Resolution,
chapter Fj.ve with Fort Bastion, chapter six with Fort rakapuna,
Chapter Seven with Fort, Victoria, Chapter Eight with Fort
cautrey, and chapter Nine deals with the submarine mining and
torpedo bases. The final chapter then presente the overall
conclusions of t,he thesis.
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As an aid to the reader, four appendiceE are attached. Appendix
A deecribes al-l the najor defence Echemee proposed between 1843
and L9L4. Appendix B containg a lisL of all the abbreviatione
ueed, and a detailed gloseary of epecialist nilitary terms ueed.
Appendix C contains a liet of ei.te record numbers for thoee New

Zealand coaetal defence eitee which have been properly recorded,
whiLe appendix D givee some biographical detaile of the key fort
designers and builders from 1885 to 1895.
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CHAPTER TWO

FORTIFICATION

Coastal Fortification, and -the Development of Coastal Artillery
Technology'in the Britieh Empire

The art of fortification is thousands of years old. As societies
have become ever more technologically adept, fort,ifications have
become more and more complex and sophisticated in design. The use
of artillery with gunpowder forced an increase in the pace of
change in fortification, as designs were evorved to cope with the
increasingly deet,ructive f orces t.hat they muet resist.

The first known use of gunpowder in siege warfare is in Europe
in t,he 14th centuryl, but the gunpowder mixes were crude and
there were major difficulties with transportat,ion of the
cumbergome cannon. In L425 the manufacture of grunpowder wa€t

revolutionised and the power of gune was doubled; existing castle
designs were nodified by banking up earth inside the lower parts
of the walls, and cutting embrasures for the defendere cannon.
New designs emerged with tops of warls and towers shaped to
deflect incoming fire.

rn the lat,e fifteenth century cannona began to be mounted on
their o$rn wheeled carriagee, dramatically increasing their
mobility, and the mortar and howitzer were invented, which
dropped exploding projectiles vertically into the defences
('plunging fire')2. These innovatione in artirlery saw rapid
evorution of the static defences. rn rtaly the bastion was
deveroped3; thie replaced the towers of a defence warl with a
wider platform designed to hold more men and artillery, and which
would completely cover the bastione and walls to either'side with

Hogg 19 81- : 9 6

Hogg 1981:99

Pepper 1976
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franking fire'. Another rtalian invention was the caponier, a
l-ow buirding intruding into or across the ditch surround.ing a
fort, with loopholes on both sides for muskets to fire in
enfilade along the ditch.

Henry vrrr of England made the next step in the 1540s by buirding
a series of forts along the south coast of england; these were
remarkable in being functional forts rather than fortified homes
(castres), and in being probabry the first forts designed for
coastal defence, with the land approaches relatively ignoreds.
With rounded bastions, they included deep casematee (fortified
rooms with firing embrasures) on two levele for artillery and
musketryc.

fn the 16th century designers reduced the perceived height of the
fortress waIl to reduce its vulnerability to artillery attack,
often by building up a bank (or gtacie) on the outer edge of the
surrounding ditch. A footway waa often included between the
glacis and the ditch, for sentries to pat,rol on this became
known as the 'covered way'r €rs it was covered from enemy firet.
It became conmon to lay out, the fort trace as a reg,ular pentagon,
with large bastions on each angle so that every poesible approach
was covered by flanking fire. Maseive earthen ramparts topped
with parapets formed the inner bulk of the fort, with heavy eruns
behind t,he parapets on the rever ground known as the
'terreplein'".

rn the 17th century, the fortrees core sras supplemented by
outworks, small baetions isorated in front of the main trace
which were known as ravelins. By the end of the century under the

Hughes L974

Hogg 1981:106
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Hogg 1981:112
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influence of Marshal vauban of France in parti_curar, the
fortresses of Europe had become extremery large and extremery
complicated: whole towns and cities nere enclosed in fortresses
following vauban'e designs, where the ravelins outside the main
trace were supported by low outworks in front, of t.he rampart
between the bastions (,tenailles'), works coverj_ng the sarj_ent
of the ravelin ('bonettes, ), and worke covering the flanks of the
ravelin ('lunettes'). Ravelins became large enough to have their
own bastions, and thus became known as ,crownhrorkg, or
'hornvrorks' according to their shape". Theee ideas were refj-ned
and added to in the lgt,h centurylo. (Figs 2.2 and 2.3)

rn the early lgth century, under prussian infruence, the emphasis
changed somewhat from large fortifications surrounding towns and
cities to a series of smaller detached forts with interlocking
fields of fire. A crassic example of the turn of the century is
the British built coastal fort at st, Kitts, in the weet rndies
(P1ate 2.3), with a pentagonal centre defended by a caponier on
each flat si-de and two rarge raverins, mounting artillery on the
roof firing through embrasur€sll. Coasta] forts built to defend
important. porte often massed their arrnament in tiers of
casemates, similar to the confj-guration of the warehipe they were
designed to counterr so that they could deliver massed
'broadsides'at their targets. Good examples of this approach are
the Russian forts at Kronstadt (pratee 2,L and 2.2), buirt
effectively as large fixed masonry ships in the approach channels
to the portr'. The French alone persisted with najor works in
the classical style, but all were to be rapidly rendered obsolete
by changes in the technology of the gun13.

' Hogg 1981:L25
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The Rifled Gun

For 500 years,'the basic concept of artirrery changed little,
arthough considerabre refinement took place. Gunpowder was
inserted down a smooth bored tube from the muzzre end, tamped,
and then a solid shot ltas ranmed home in the same \,/ay. A fuee was
lit and ignited the gunpowder through a smarr hole in the top of
the cannon, firing the projectile. Aimj.ng methods were crude and
depended on the skill of the grunner. Guns were described by the
weight of their shot ,L8 pounder,, ,24 pounder, - as the shot
was a solid sphere of bore diameter, and the weight was therefore
constant for a given caribre of gun... The introduction of
shells, horrow proJectiles firled with explosives, upset this
system so that the guns designed to fire them (howitzers and
mortars ) were known by the diameter of their barel in inches
e. g. ' 6 j-nch' .

The first major change in the gun lraa the introduction of
rifling. Rifling consiste of a series of spirar grooves on the
inside of the gun barrel, designed to impart spin to the
projectile. This gives gyroscopic stability to the projectile,
vastry improving both range and accuracy. with rifled lluns,
projectiles are elongated, which means they can have fuses
designed to buret on impactls.

Following the developmenL of rifring in smal-r arme, swedish and
rtalian experimente in rifled fierd artillery started in the
1840's, but the major prayer in the field uraa the Englishman
wirriam Armstrong, an inventor and manufacturer of hydraulic
machinery from Newcaetle. In the 1850s he successfully produced
a rifled breech-loading (RBL) gun, mounted on a carriage that
took the recoiling gun up an inclined sride so that gravity
returned it to firing position. rt was a technological tour-de-
force. The gun barrels stere rnade by shrinking auccessive hoopa

r{ Hogg
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of wrought iron around one another to give i-mmense st,rengthr so
that a far more powerful propellant charge could be used than was
the case with conventional smooth bore muzzre loading (SBML)
guns, which vrere usually cast in one piece. The shells ltrere
coated in soft lead so that they were slightly larger than t,he
calibre of the guDr ensuring a Light fit into the rifling.
Rifling gave range and accuracy, breech-Ioading gave convenience,
and the built-up construction meant a far more powerful charge
courd be used. The new recoir carriage meant that the gun
remained stabLe for re-aiming and wae far lees dangerous to the
€lunners manning it.

The Armstrong gun deeply impressed public officiale and rnilitary
experts alike, the commander in chief of the army declaring it
"courd do everything but Epeak"r6. Armstrong produced a number
of examplee in 18, 25,40, ?0 and 1L0 pounder (g, 11, 19, 31 and
50 kg) sizes. The British Government reached an unusual agreement
with Armstrong, whereby he surrendered his patent rights to the
Government and became an advisor to the woolwich Areenal, in
return for a knighthood, a sarary and the rights to produce the
guns in his own factory as well as at the Royal Gun Factory at
WoolwichlT.

The 40 pounders vrere first teet,ed in battle in 1960 in china,
with results so impressive that the Royal Navy promptly ordered
a large number of 70 and 110 pounders for their ships. Armetrong
was not satisfied wit,h the reliability of the breech mechanisms
of t,he 110 pounders and advised caution, but t,he navy ineisted
on the order being fi}led, without further testing. when used in
action against Japan in 1865, the breech mechanisms of the big
guns fail-ed18, reducing confidence in the reliability of breech-
Ioading.

Bastable L9922221
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Rifled Muzzle Ioading Guns

In the interim, two new inventions seemed to reduce the need for
complicated breech-l,oading mechanisms. Armstrong and others
developed new rifling t,echniques that allowed muzzle loading of
rj-fled guns, and Major Palliser of the British Army developed a
method of ineerting rifled wrought iron tubes into old SBMLs,

maki.ng thern into Rifled Muzzle Loading (Rl,lL) guns. This could be
done at a third of the cost of making new R![Lsl", and much less
than the cost of making nerir breech loaders. In 1863 the War

Office bought Palliser's rights and ceased production of breech
loaders. The Woolwich Arsenal started converting the very large
existing stock of SBMLs into RMLs2o. The major role of the
Arsenal in converting and manufacturing RMLs hra€r recogmieed in
one of their nicknames, 'Woolwich Infants,2l.

A major impetus to the search for more powerful gun deeigns came

with the introduction of the ironclad ship. Napoleon III of
France wanted to overthrow Britieh navaL supremacy, and his navaL
archit,ects built him -La GToireT the first ironclad, shell-firing
ship, launched in 1859; the first British ironclad, the Warrior,
waa launched only a few monthe later. The armoured ship had
arrived. Snooth bore guns had great difficult,y penetrating iron
armourr so these ships posed an enormous threat to British naval
supremacy, and thus made possible a land invasion by the French;
rifling defence guns to increase their power seemed to offer the
only so1utionzz. The Roya} Navy's SBML 68 pounder could not
penetrate standard ironclad armour even at a ranqe of 100
yards!23 The RML was irunediately adopted as the standard British
artillery lveapon. Major Palliser also invented a sotid armour
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Revolving gun turrets

ABOVE: Fig. 2.4. A Spithead sea fort, 1860s, showing the masonry
core, caemated gun levels, and revolving turrets. The forts used
631-4 tonnes of casl iron armour, and were armed with twenty five
10 inch and twenty four L2.5 inch RMLs, dt an overall cost of
435,000 pounds per fort. Hogg 1981:l-71.

BELOW: Fig.2,5. Cross section of a Spithead sea fort, showing
the construction of the casemates with triple armour cladding.
Hogg l9B1:L7L,
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piercing shot made of chilled iron, which was adopted widely for
imperial service with the RML,s.

while the British were pursuing advances in gun design, they arso
decided to build a series of new forts for coastal defence,
specifically to meet the threat of La GLoire and her sister
shj-ps. At a cost of four mirlion pounds, a large chain of f ort.s
was built to a conmon theme. rn general they were at or near sea
level, and consisted of a curving trace to seaward, with a strong
keep behind, joined by flanking warls with caponiers and
counterscarP galleries (loopholed galleries buiLt into the inner
face of the glacis, to fire into thq ditch). Deep galleries on
the seaward side mounted heavy guns in granite casematee 14 feet
(4.5 m) thick, with each casemate protected by a wrought-iron
armour shield of composite construction (three layers of S-inch-
thick lL27 mnl iron separated by aephalt, bitumen and pitch).
Railway iron was used a6 a frame for the shield. The casemates
were covered by vaulted brickwork and concrete r oE heaped over
wit'h earth. Magazinea for ammunition storage ran beneath the
casemates, with an elaborate system of hoists and lifts to bring
shelrs and cartridges to the gun6. Magazines were carefulry
designed for safety, with shell rooms and cartridge rooms paired,
and surrounded by a lamp passalle, from which ramps shone through
portholes into the magazine to illuminate them while separating
naked f lame f rom the ammunition". These fort,s were buil-t t,o
provide massed firepower at crose range, while others were
constructed on toP6 of cliffs behind simple earthen rarhparts, so
that they could drop prunging fire onto enemy ships. They were
characterised by a simpre parapet with embrasures for the gxrns.

A further fort desigrr was the "shoal fort", built in the shallowe
of harbour approaches to cover blind spots in the interlinked
defences. The most famous examples are the spithead Forts, which
consisted of a masonry core with a two-storeyed surrounding iron
structure covered with composite armour. A 1arge number of guns

" Hogg 1981:170
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were mounted in casemates, and armoured revolving gun turretswere praced on the roof. The cost was enormous: it has beenestimated that with their armament of twenty five 10 inch (2s4
run) and twenty four L2.5 inch (3i,7 mm) RMLs each fort cost
4351000 poundsas (Figs 2.4 and 2.5).

Armstrong had forLowed the reversion to muzzle loading: adapting
his new muzzre Loading technique for rifled guns to his built_up
construction methods, he built increasingry larger Rrtl,s, which
became known popularly as ,monster guns'. He $/on a war office
competition against his main rival sir Joseph whitworth, with a
22 ton (22.3 tonne) 600 pounder (z7L kg) RML in 186426. rn the
1870s he built two 19 inch (4s7 mm) RMLs for the rtaLian Navy,
each weighing 100 tons (101.4 tonnes). rn 1880 his L6 inch (406
run) gun fireda 11800 pound (815 kg) sherl through 34 inches (863
mm) of armour at 11000 yardsr'. Major navies introduced large
battleships with monster RMLs in revolving turrets, and to
counter this, RMLs hrere empraced throughout the British Empire
for coastal- defence.

RML technolog'y reached its zenith with the Armstrong 'monster
quns' installed at Marta and Gibraltar: L7 .72 inch ( 450 mm)
calibre, they weighed over l-00 tons, fired a 2r000 pound (906 kq)
shot, needed a crelv of 90 t,o operate them, and cost 161300 pounds
each! (Plates 2.4 and 2.5).

But another technologJ_cal innovation waa about to
obsolete: steel technology had been perfected to the
it courd be used for armour and in the manufacture

render RMLs

point where
of guns.
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Plates 2-4 & 2.5: ri.71 inch 100 t-on RML gun at F'rL cambridge.,Malta in 1BB4- The. largest of the RMLs, itris qun fired a 2,6ogpound shot and required a 90 man cre\^/. fi.r" section shows fhe rnrnturned to the frank for roading using the armstronq ;r;;;";;;Barbette system. Fort I9g2:I22.
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Steel Technologfy and Breech-Icading Guns

Around 1880 the'manufacture of steel had developed to the point
where it rrras widely available j-n usabLe forms, and was soon
adapted for military purposes. steel armour replaced iron on
ships, posing once more the problem of producing guns that could
penetrate the new defences. Armstrong turned once more to the
breech loading gun for the solution.

lhe RML possessed two ma jor disadvantages: f irstly an Rlrfi. gun had
to have a short barrel to enable loading to occur at the muzzle
end either on board ship or within a gunpit; and secondry muzzle
loading took a great deal of time. The gun must be turned away
from the target to be creaned and reroaded, before being Ewung
back, and re-aimed before the next shot can be fired. Breech
loading guns can be serviced from the breech end, and can thus
have much longer barrers, which give greater accuracy, and much
higher muzzle velocity and thus penetration. They do not have to
be turned away from the target for loading and thus the time
taken beLween shots is reduced. The inpetus for change, however,
occurred with an accident in 1879 aboard a British battleship,
HMS Thunderer, while carrying out a firing practice, one of her
two 12 inch (304 mm) RMLs exploded inside the turret, kilring
nearly all the gun crerc - the gun had been accidentally double-
loaded. Supporters of breech loading po5-nted out that this would
be impossible with their syetem28.

In 1878 the Royal Gun Factory had desiglned an interrupted thread,
screw-breech loading system, which overcame the previous
weaknesses of breech loading mechanisms. rn the early 1gg0s
therefore, Armstrong in conrmon wj-th other gun makers (notably
Krupp in Germany) revisited the breech loading gun. By using a
longer barrel and a much smalrer chamber for the charge, he had
doubred the porrrer of his order designsze. The new breech

Johnston 1981:39
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mechanism was adopted which enabled larger guns to be fired
safely and after considerable hesitat,ion, the war office adopted
the new technolog'y, despite the huge costs involved. A number of
rifled breech loading designs were trialled, before grLln sizes
were standardised for British garrison artirlery use, in 6, gl
9.2 and 10 inch (L52,203t 233 and 254 mm) calibres. The nevrguns
were desigmated as "BLs" to distinguish them from the earrier
RBLsso (the fact that they were rifred being taken for granted),
and were rapidry adopted by the Royal Navy, which fitted them
widely to its ships from 1884.

The Disappearing Gun Carriage

Smoot'h Bore Muzzle Loading guns (SBl{Ls) were usually mounted on
simpre carriages (mountings), often of wood with smarr wheers to
allow recoil on the ground or on a ship's deck; there !'rag no
mechanism to absorb the recoil within the carriage. A cast j-ron
variant exieted for fort duty for the smalrer quns. After
Armstrong'e sliding recoil carrialles were developed for the RBL
guns, recoil carriages (initially in wood, then in cast iron)
Irtere designed for the sBl4L, and then the RML. The carriage was
fixed to the ship'e deck or the terreplein of the fort by a cast
iron pivot, mounted at the leading edge ( "A pivot" ) to allow the
mounting to swivel at the rear only in ship or casemate user or
centrarly ('c pivot" ) allowing 360 degrees of turn for use in
open pite. A "B pivot" mounting was a compromise between the
other two, allowing a moderate swivel at the front as welr as a
wide arc at the rear. Because they couLd pivot sideways for
aiming purposes they were known as traversing carriages.

f n higher coastal batteries it waa conmon to mount Rt'ILs in
uncovered pits, with the barrel just protrudinq over the lip of
the parapet of an open gunpit (',en barbette,,) . The pit might be
completely encloeed on all sides with an access passage into the
underground parts of the fort r ot merely a depression inset, into

30 Johnston 1981:39
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the front of a parapet, reaving the gun and crew exposed to
sherrs bursting in the terreplein to the rear. A series of iron
carriages were developed to mount the guns in this sit,uation. Two

heights were availabl-e to suit the design of the parapet, either
full size ('casemate,)or ,dwarf,, which was lower to the
ground3l. These traversing carriages, usually mounted on a
circular iron rail or racer, fully absorbed the recoil of the RML

on firing by means of spring cytinders and a sLide mechanism, the
recoil springs and gravity returning the gun to a firing position
(Prate 2.6). Another adaptation was the "siege gun" carriage:
this was an elevated wheered fj-erd gun carriage, usuarry of cast
iron, which mounted the gun several feet off the ground so that
it could fire over high parapets. In each case manuaL sights were
used, the aiming crew member of the giun (the layer) using
experience and training to determi-ne the range and direction of
the target. These open sights hrere mounted on the side and rear
of the gun j-tself ".

The increasi-ng povrer and range of guns meant that multipre gun
batteries coul-d be replaced with those mounting much fewer and
more powerful guns, usually on a rotating platform so that they
coul-d track a target as it passed by. protectj-on of these guns
v/as considered to be even more j-mportant than previously given
that there fewer of them; hence the di,sappearing 9utr, which could
be lowered for reloading in safety and raised from protection to
fire, became increasinglly attractive. one of the first working
examples of this concept was the Moncrieff carrj-age (Fiq.2.6),
invented by captain (rater colonel) Moncrieff in about 1864. rn
1871- twenty l^tere issued for British service'3. The Moncrief f
carriage used the gun's recoil to t,ake the gun down into a 9 foot
deep pit where it could be reroaded in safety. rt used. a massive

Hogg 1980:62
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Fig. 2.7. 6 inch Mk V BL gun on Elswick Ordnance Company (EOC)
hyrdo-penumatic 'disappeari-ng' carriage (BLHP gun), showi_ng the
gun in elevated (firing) and lowered (Ioading) positions. The
entire 9un, carriage and overhead shield rotated on a circular
racer under the impetus of the two hand wheels. Interpreted from
Scripps 1989 Fig. 44.
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cast iron counterweight3a, and as a conseguence could only be
used on guns of up to B tonsr or about 7 inch cal_ibre (L77 mm),
at a time when RML,s were getting much bigger.

Armstrong's Elswick ordnance company (Eoc) developed the
hydropneumatic mounting, which absorbed the recoil by forcing oil
through a narrow opening (recoil valve) and further compressi_ng
a vorume of already hiqhly compressed air; the energy was stored
to return the gun to firing position. The Eoc mounting was
int,roduced in British service in 1gg6'u ( although some vrere
purchased by colonial governments as early as 1gg4), and was
widely used in Britain and across the Empire to mount a variety
of the new generation of breech loading coastal defence guns. rn
most cases the mountings were fitted with a large overhead steel
shield, which rotated with the gun.u. Disappearing guns came in
a variety of calibres, incJ.uding 5 inch (127 mm), 6 inch, B inch
and 9.2 inch; one of the most conmon was the 6 inch, with a Mk
v or MK vr 6 inch BL gun fitted to the Eoc hydropneumatic (Hp)
mounting (Fig . 2.7 ) .

The BL gun fired a variety of sherl types, such as shrapner,
armour-piercing ('Palriser shot'), practice or common shell, with
a number of fuse L1pes, designed either to burst before, during
or after impact. The propellant was gunpowder contained in silk
bags, and firing was either by electrical means (powered by a
Leclanche cell) or by percussion (a small tube similar to a rifle
cartridge fired into and ignited the main charge after being
struck by a firing pin),'.

The dj-sappearing gun design concept was emulated in the united
states of Amerj-ca, where the Buffington-crozier dj-sappearing

.O AJHR 1871 A-4
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carriage. This utilised a counterweight rather than the more
complicated hydro-pneumatic technologry, and was used for heavy
coastal guns of 8, 10 and 12 inch (304 mm) calibre right through
to world war rr'8. A 10 inch gun carried a 55 ton (55.8 tonne)
lead weight as a counterbalance, to bring the gun up for firing
and absorb the recoil (Fiq. 2.8).

rnitially other carriage designs, both barbette (mounted "en
barbette" ) and broadside (to fire through an embrasure in a
ship's side or a parapet from a flat mounting) had been offered
with the new BL guns; one exampre was the vavasgeur broadside
type, which was adopted in British service for naval use and than
adapted for coastal artj-rlery to mount 4 (101 nm), 5 and 6 inch
BL's3e, but from its introduction in 1886 the EOC Hp carriage
dominated the design of British colonial fortifications.

However, the dominance of the disappearing gun carriage \^/as soon
to be challenged. In July 1882 the combined British and French
fleets bombarded Egyptian forts at Arexandria, but although
successfully silenced they were not destroyed even though 33,493
heavy projectiles were fired over eight hours. 23r000 rounds of
Nordenfelt and Gatling machine-gun ammunition had also been
fired, and only seven had hit the guns or carriages{o! The
lessons were clear: ships had little chance of hitting coastal
guns except where there was overwherrning superiority of
fj-repower. As a consequence, the disappearing gun concept with
its expensive and weighty overhead shields was dropped in British
serviceol, and military engineers turned instead to much simpler
barbette emplacements, freguently using the same types of breech
roading guns on the new recoir pedestal rhountings with a light
shield around the front for the crew,s protection.

" Lewis L979: B0
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rn contrast, elsewhere in Europea2 guns rr/ere being dug deeper
into the ground, protected by strongly armoured cupolas and
turretsa' lrigs 2.9 and 2.10). British engineers maintained that
turret and cupola guns cost up to six times more than barbette
mountings in open empracements, and that variabre crimatic
conditions and the remoteness of many defended ports around the
Empire made the complicated cupola guns unsuitable for imperial
useo".

For these reasons, in the 1890s the disappearing carriage rdas

superseded for coastal defence in favour of simpre barbette
pedestal mounts, and within ten years of its introduction
manufacture had ceased, although Hp mountings remained
operational in imperial service untiL the 1920s.

The euick-Firing Gun

The other major armament deveropment of the l-8g0s was the euick-
Firing (QF) gun. Gatring and Nordenfert had both designed
successful machineguns, which fired numerous small calibre
bullets through multipre barrers, and from these had been
deveroped the Nordenfert 6 pounder (2.7 kg) euick Firing 9troo',
and the near-identical Hotchkiss 6 pounder. These light guns were
intended for use on board ship to counter fast torpedo boat
attacksr or in coastal defence installations to deal with enerE/
ships' boats attempting countermining action. They had littre
provision for recoil absorption, had a simplified breech, and
fired one-piece ammunition to achieve a rate of fire of up to lg
rounds per minute.

From these guns the QF concept was extended to heavier calibres,

Lecomte 1989
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AtsOVE: Fig. 2.9. CupoIa gun of Brial.monc desiqn at Buchar-esL.
1B85 . The cupola was nrade of chi I lecl cast iron, at a cosL of
100/000 pc.rr-rnds each. l{ughes 1991:59.
BELow: Fig. 2.ro. An Austrian mounLain fort, 1894. Note the
cornplexity of the layered casernates, f ittect r,'riLh turreLs and
cupo-las, of this typicai Iate lgth century continent-a1 land fort.
Reiss, G. 199 3:25 .
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in particular L2 pounder ( 5. 1 kg) and 4.7 inch ( 119 mm) gruns.
These first Armstrong QF guns became available in 1gg9 and were
to see action around the Empire for more than 60 years. The eFprincipres hrere aLso used in redesigning all breech loading guns
to enhance simplicity and increase the rate of fire. Breech
designs rrrere sinprified, and silk bags of powder rirere repraced
by brass cartridge cases for the smalrer calibre guns.

By the turn of the century BL guns on barbette mountings were
standardised throughout the British Empire, and in 1904 RMLs were
declared obsolete. The sBMLs and RMLs of the 1g60s had an
effective range of less than 2,ooo yards (1.9 km) and a rate of
fire of one round every three minutes, while the BLs in
production only 40 years later fired six rounds per minute up to
9, 000 yards ( 8.8 km) with ten tirnes more accuracyou. The
disappearing guns, with their slow rate of fire, were kept in
service through worrd. war rt and in some remoter colonies, even
in world war rr, but generarly they were scrapped in the l-920s.
whire their range, and to a certain extent their accuracy,
equalled that of the later BLs, their rate of fire was no better
than one round per minute due to the cumbersome dieappearing
process.

The first BL and eF g:uns on their barbette mounts, such as the
6 inch Mk vrr, 4.7 inch eF and L2 pounder eF guns remained the
staple weapons of coastal defence at many ports for 60 or 70
years. Evorution of these weapons and their mountings was
continued, particurarly in t,he larger calibres for exampre 6
inch Mk xxrvs were introduced in the rate 1930sr on the same
principles as the 6 inch Mk vrr but with considerable refinement
to greatry increase ranlle, hitting pohrer and rate of fire.

co-ordination of batteries, rangefinding and aiming rapidly
improved in the 1880s and 1890s. The SBMLbatteries and the early
RML batteries relied on massed firepower, with manual observation

ou Kitson 1987:111
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by each qun captain or gun layer to determine the range and
bearing of their targets. The introduction of BL guns on
hydropneumatic mountings (BLHP) coincided with the invention of
the watkins Depression Range Finder (DRF). Mounted on an
accuratery surveyed pedestar in an observation post (op), and
used in conjunction with tide tables, this instrument wouLd
simply determine the range of a target ship by measuring its
height below the pedestal. oPs or Bat,tery observation posts
(BoPs) were added to most forts, and connected to gunpi-ts by
voice-pipes. By the 1890s these were suppremented by battery
powered electric aun diars, which repeated erectrical_ly on a diat
in the gunpit the range and bearing set on a master diar in the
oP. Ports were rinked by telegraph, and forts, which initialry
could onry communicate with each other by frags or heriograph,
were linked by telephone. Often a central Fire Command post (FCp)
hlas established which co-ordinated the efforts of every fort in
a defended area,

other weapons introduced in the late victorian era were the
submarine mine and torpedo, the terms often interchangeable at
first. rnitiarly developed and used in the American civil war,
both ldeapons were attractive for coastal defence a6 they were in
theory much cheaper and more effective than gun defences. By the
1880s minefields using a mixture of contact surface mines and
electrically fired observation mines were planned for many ports
in the Empire, and in the united states4T and Russiao".
Experiments with the Harvey Torpedo (a mine trailed on an angle
with a paravane wire behind a fast boat) and the spar torpedo (a
bomb mounted on a spar on the bow of a fast boat) excited
theorists in the early 1880s, and the development of the
Whitehead Torpedo (t,he ancestor of the modern submarine torpedo)
in 1884 seemed to offer a cheap means of d.efence. Military
engineers envisaged a fleet of small fast boats fitted with the
Harvey or whitehead torpedoes attacking approaching enemy
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warships, who would then come under the fire of coastal- defence
guns before being halted and sunk on the defensive minefield.
Much of the technology was compricated and temperamentar, and
relied on a core of well trained technicians to service, maintain
and operate it, which was often difficurt in a coronial
situation; for these reasons mines and torpedoes became Less
popular. Another factor in this decision was naval concern about
such water-borne weapons in army hands.

The firentieth Century

Between 1860 and 1890 guns changed from SBML to RBL ro RML to
BLHP to barbette BL and QF models. After such rapid evolution of
artillery weapons and fortificat.ions, technological development
slowed to a pace of steady evolution. For economie reasons, many
obsolete BL weapons were kept in service for up to 60 years, but
this was arso a testament to their sound design. The Lz pounder
QF and the 6 inch Mk vII guns in particular remained in active
service around the British Empire from the mid 1890s to the late
1950s.

Heavy efun mountings were developed to allow greater elevation
(and thus range) and ease of operation, breech mechanisms were
modified to allow faster and safer use, ammunition types became
more efficient and powerful, and range finding and gun syst,ems
became more sophisticated. At the beginning of world war rr
nearly all existing coastal batteries were modified tb protect
the g:uns and crews from air attack, by providing concrete and
steel sherters over the gun pits, encasing the guns in armoured
turrets r ot both. 6 pounder er guns \rere further deveroped by
mounting them in pairs in power driven turrets (6 pounder twin
or duprex mounts), giving them a very high rate of fire.

fn some locations obsolete naval guns of very large calibre were
mounted in turrets to provide long range fire against heavy
warships, in singapore for example. other nations extended this
concept a cl-assic example being the American ,,concrete
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battleship" Fort Drum in Manila Harbour in the phirippinesn",
which had purpose bui-lt naval turrets installed. The most modern
coastar guns of the 1940s were highly efficient: the 9.2 inch Mk
xv couLd fire a 380 pound (L7z kg) shell up to 31,000 yards (30.5
km) every minute, with pinpoint accuracy thanks to semi-automatic
power operation, a primitive targeting computer and radar
direction findingfo.

Support services had also evolved in sophistication and
complexity. Searchlights, which were introduced in the 1890s to
herp protect minefields and harbour entrances, originally
required a large steam powered generator nearby, and had to be
crewed by several skilled engineers. The intensity of light
produced (and thus the range of the tight) was vastly increased
in the 1920s by changing them from Low current Density (LCD) to
High current Density (HcD) units, and by the 1930s most
searchlight installations were remote controlled, eliminating the
need for elaborate protective cover for their crews. The large
steam engines were replaced by kerosine burning engines in the
second decade of the twentieth century, and by dieser engines in
the 1930s, the increased power output enabling one remote engine
room to run multiple searchlights.

The target location and direction finding equipment also
continued to evorve, arthough still based on the principres of
the Watkins DRF to a large extent. The Battery Observation post
(BoP) went from a one or two man open installation to a covered
room equipped with DRFS, terephones, and radios, linked to al-l
other nearby batteries, a co-ordinating Fcp in many cases,
searchlight controlrers and Anti-Aircraft (AA) Battery
controllers. By mid-way through t{orrd war rr radar equipment
became available to assist the Fire Commanders.

AA batteries were often sited close to coastal defence sites

Lewi-s 1979 z 96
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during worrd war rr, operating in conjunction with them. The
standard British AA guns (3.2 inch or 939mm, 40 rnn Bofors and 20
nm oerlikon) were all capable of use in a surface to surface role
against shlpping as well as their designed surface to air role,
and in many cases the siting and design of their empracements
reflected this capability.

However, the experiences of world war rr, partj-cularly the Allj-ed
invasion of Normandy in the face of heavy coastal defences, had
shown that fixed defences were now obsolete, as the el-aborate and
expensive fortifications were too vulnerable to destruction from
the air. The use of atomic weapons by the united states of
America against Japan in Lg45 and their adoption by other
countries in the 1950s al-so convinced rnj-Iit,ary planners that
coastal defences were unnecessdry, a policy change that saw most
coastal fortificaLions around the world abandoned or converted
to other uses.

COASTAL FORTIFICATIONS IN TIIE BRITISH EMPIRE

rn the 19th century the British Ernpire depended on trade between
Britain and its numerous colonies around the world. As wel-l- as
maintaining the most powerful navy in the world, irnperial
nilitary pranners felt it necessary to fortify key points, to
protect colonial capitals and economies, and more importantly,
to protect harbours and installations that the navy rnight wish
to use. Accordingly, up to date coastal defences were constructed
at most significant ports around the Empire.

Depending on the perceived strategic importance of individual
ports, three policies ri/ere adopted. In the first instance, aII
costs would be met by imperial authorj_ties, who provided all
material, armament and personnel; in the second the guns would
be provided with all other expenses met by colonial governments;
and i-n the third the colonies would be expected to provide their
own defences to patterns approved by the imperial authorities.
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Canada

Halifax

Halifax, Nova scotia, serves as a good exampre of British
imperial policy towards coastal- defence. All the Halifax works
were designed, financed and staffed from imperial resources.
Hali-fax was founded in L749 by the British due in part to the
defensibirity of its anchorage5l, and was fortified at first in
an ad hoc manner, with temporary forts thrown up in response to
a series of threats. From the 1820s, a systematic defence scheme
was created, using ten batteries and forts sited strategically
around the harbour and its surrounding heights. Forts were
nodified and rebuitt with permanent materials, but the weaponry
remained the same for several decades; g0 or 90 sBMLs, mostly 24
10.8 kq) and 32 pounders (t4.4 kg) on garrison carriagres52.

rn the late 1850s a number of larger and more modern 32 and 6g
(30-8 kg) pounder SBMLs were mounted in the same works, but these
were rapidly rendered obsolete by the advent of RBLg and RMLs.
under the impetus of the American civil war (and Britain,s
involvement in incidents with union forces) it was proposed to
mount a rarge number of 110 pounder (49.g kq) Armstrong RBLs at
Harifax, with the late addition of several 9 inch (22g mn) RMLs.
By 1865 there were over 400 guns in Harifax including 24
Armstrongs, but few were mounted5r. work for mounting the guns
in the late 1860s consisted of concentrating them into modified
existing batteries, and building two new ones. By 1gz3 there were
seven forts mounting a total of 72 guns: g sBMLs, and 64 RMLs;
twelve 10 inch (254 mm), twenty eight 9 inch, sixteen 7 inch, and
eight 68 poundersu*.
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Plate 2.8. Fort charrotte, Harifax, rg77. A lower casematemounted four 10 inch RMLs, while the upper barbette battery
mounLed eight 9 inch RMLs on'8, pivotJ-in open pits firingthrough embrasures. The remains of the SBML battery it the northend can be seerr. Five caponiers provide flanking fire int.o thedry ditch, whire entry is via a diawbridge on the west. Johnston
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The work of mounting these new guns, which were much heavier than
the old sBMLs, involved new techniques and required heavy
machinery. The science of repository (noving and mounting
artillery pieces with simpre machinery) was also undergoing a
revorution. The use of gryns, heavy brocks and tackres, horse and
oxen power, steam powered winches, and tramways became conrmon.
Plate 2.7 shows a typicar example, with a ten inch RML on a
tramway to take it up to york Redoubt in 1g73. The moti-ve power
is probably a steam engine at the top.

A classic example of this era of construction was Fort Charlotte,
an ord work on an island in the centre of the harbour, originally
armed with 24 pounder sBMLs (see prate.2.g). rt had been planned
to mount Armstrong RBLs at the south end of the island, but in
the end a four gun casemated lower battery of 10 inch RMLs and
an upper battery of eight 9 inch RMLs were installed. plans for
rearmj-ng the old SBML battery at the north end were dropped55.
The fort itserf was roughly pentagonal in shape, with five
caponiers buirt across the ditch in lieu of bastions. The ei_ght
9 inch RMLS sat in open pits behind narrohr embrasures, with the
guns mounted on ,A, pivots.

In 1886 another review recommended that some of the new BL guns
should be rnounted in Halifax, with seven to be on disappearing
mountings. But by the time action was taken in l_999, it had been
decided to mount only one 10 inch and two 6 inch BLHps in a new
purpose buirt batteryso, Fort McNab. By the mid Lg90s eF guns
were being mounted in various sites, and by 1g9G armament
consisted of one 10 inch and two 6 inch BLs; eleven l0 inch,
twenty 9 inch, two 64 pounder (28.9 kg) and four 7 inch RMLs; and
five 6 pounder eFs in eight fortsu'

Several of the old SBML and Rl{L forts were dismantled or heavily

55 Johnston LgBL:42

Johnston 1981:52

Johnston 1981: 55

56
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reconstructed to accommodate more BL and QF guns
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Fort
charrotte, for exampre, mounting three 4.7 eFs instead of the 9
inch RMLs of the upper Battery. The ten year ord 6 inch and 10
i-nch BLHPs at Fort McNab were now considered obsolete, and
replaced by a 9.2 inch gun and two 6 inch Mk vrr garns. Further
6 inch Mk vrrs were installed at existing works, originarly
designed for sBMLs or RMLs, such as Fort ogilvie and the
cambridge Battery (see plates 2.9 and 2,]-o). By L9o5 the defences
consisted of three 9.2 inch and ten 6 inch BLs; and five 4.7
inch, eight Lz pounder and four 6 pounder eFsu'. rn 1906 the
irnperial forces withdrew, and control passed to the canadian
authorities, who continued to maintain and supptement the
defences until the 1950s.

Esguj-ma1t

At Esquimalt, in victoria, British corumbia, a series of forts
$/ere built to protect the harbour. one such site is Fort Rodd
Hill, which was in operational military use from 1g95 to rg54s".

The fort was built in 1895 to mount three 6 inch Mk vr BL guns
on disappearing (HP) carriages Mk rV, by the Royar Engineers at
imperial expense. rt consisted of two batteries, with one gun in
the upper Battery, and two in the Lower Battery. The Lower
Battery is of a standard imperial design for the 6 inch BLHP gunr
with the two guns mounted about Lzo feet apart, with a central
magazine linked to both gunpits by a tunner, dfi on the
terreplein l-evel. The guns hrere sited in semi-circuLar
empJ-acements which opened into the terreprein at the rear.
Casemated stores and barracks were sited on the terreplein level,
and the gorge was closed by a loophored defensive warr, with a
smarr caponier projecting south from the warr beside the main
gate (Plates 2.LL and 2 .L2). One unusual feature v/as the presence
of two oPs with DRFs, one to the side of each gun. The gorge

s€ Johnston 1981: 56

5e Lovatt L978:3-4
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defences cannot be regarded as successful however, although they
were adequate on paper. While any fort can be commanded from
higher ground, Lower Battery at Rodd HilI could be commanded from
lower ground as well!uo

The guns were mounted and test fired in 1896. In 1903 a

searchlight directing station was added to the complex, and the
forL was linked by telephone to the adjacent batteries.

The Upper Battery $ras of simpler design, and again had the
magazines on the terreplein level. Here rr/as the main BOP, with
the area defence searchlight directing station (SLDS), which from
L924 was used as the night FCP (Fortress Command Post) for the
district6l. The guns of both batteries were declared obsolete in
the 1920s, and fired operationally for the }ast time in 192462.

In 1923 a 6 inch QF gun was mounted on the glacis in front of the
Lower Battery, and removed in 1940. During World War II a number
of AA light machine guns were installed, and a 40 mm Bofors AA

![un was emplaced at Lower Battery. The fort was converted for use
as a large scale FCP, with a Fortress Plotting Room constructed;
all- three BLHP guns $/ere removed ca L942.

In 1900 a 12 pounder QF battery was built nearby at Belmont,
protected by an adjacent Maxim machinegun emplacement. During
World War fI this was upgraded with a 6 pounder duplex Qn

installation being added.

In 1954 the fort was declared redundant, and in L962 it was

handed over to the Canadian Parks Service.

Greenough L977 2248

Lovatt L978:32

Lovatt 1978: 41
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South Africa

cape Tostn, Simonstown and Durban were fortified harbours under
British imperial policy"' in south Africa. rn cape Town, one of
the more j-mportant works was Fort wynyard, named after Lieutenant
General sir Robert wynyard (in New zealand commanding the 5gth
Regiment L845-47, Governor of cape corony 1859-1 g62).

Fort wynyard was built on the site of an earrier work, Kyk in de
Pot Battery. This work, a redoubt of roughly pentagonal shape
with a single sguare bastion, was used for coastal defence from
1795 to 1827, armed with four brass 24 pounder guns. rn 1862,
with the fear of an imminent war between Britain and the united
states of Arnerica in mind, it was decided to re-arrn Kyk in de pot
with 32 pounder or 68 pounder sBMLs. work was carried out by
convict rabour, and the fort was equipped wit,h five 6g pounders,
and renamed Fort Wynyard6a.

Between 1888 and 1892 the fort was rebuilt with convict labour,
and armed with two 7 inch RMLs and two g.2 inch BLHP guns (see
Plates 2.L3 and 2.14). rn 1897 the two RMLs were dismounted, to
be replaced by two 6 inch eF guns in the modified empracements
in l-900. rn r9L4 one of the two 9.2 inch BLHP guns was removed;
it, was replaced by a new 6 inch Mk vrr gun, while a second 6 inch
Mk vrr was instalred in a new empracement nearby. rn rgrT a 15
pounder BL converted AA gun and a Maxim AA machine gun were
mounted in the fort, while in 1918 the two 6 inch eF guns were
dismounted and moved to a new battery on The Bluff at Durban.

rn worrd war rr Fort wynyard recej-ved two naval L2 pounder eF
guns and a twin Lewis machinegun for defence against torpedo
boats and low flying aircraft. post-war the fort was used for
training purposes. After coastal artillery in South Africa was
abandoned in 1958 it remained in miritary hands until Lg76, when

Bisset L98B:97

Bisset n.d. Fort Wynyard
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ABovE : Plate 2.13. 1 r.nch RI,IL emplacement at Fort wynyard,
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it became a national monument55

Singapore

Singapore $/as first occupied by the British East India Cornpany
in 18L9, and rapidry became a highly important strategic link in
the British Empire. Apart from the rarge amounts of money fJ_owing
from ever increasing trade, the island gave the Briti-sh a
military and naval base in South East Asia which protected the
rines of communication between rndia, the Asian colonies and
Australasia, which became more and more irnportant as time went
on. Even into the 1930s singapore was a vital rink in the
wireless and cable communications network of the British Empire,
and as a consequence it received increasing attention from the
nilitary planners as a defended naval and miliLary base65. After
the Treaty of washirrgrt.on in Lg23 it was decided that singapore
should have major fortifications to strengthen the British Far
East fleet.

The first major construction phase occurred in the early 1860s
in response to Anglo-Russian conflict over India. In lB63
Singapore had four batteries (Forts Fullerton and Cannj-ng, Mount
Palmer and Mount Faber) mounting twenty 68 pounder sBML's, twelve
11-0 pounder Armstrong RBL's, eleven 8 inch and four 13 inch (330
run) howitzers6T.

The second major phase occurred in the early 1880s, again in
response to a Russian scare. Three new batteries were built in
1881- at Mount Siloso, Blakong Mati East and Mount palmer,
mounting ten 7 inch and six 64 pounder RMLg. The guns were all
mounted en barbette, wj-th casemated magaz j-nes. A submarine
minefield was installed across the harbour, and it was proposed
to patrol the harbour and the Johore Straits with Lhree gunboats,

Bisset n.d. Fort Wynyard

Yeoh 1979:15

6? Yeoh 1,97 9 z L7
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and four launches fitted with the spar torpedo6s. Between 1gg6
and 1890 f ive 9.2 inch, two g inch, and two 1"0 inch BLs were
added at siloso (plates 2.rs-2.20), connaught, palmer and pasir
Panjang batteries. By 1895 the military authorities were slating
the 1"4 year o1d RMLs as unreri_able due to their having been
exposed to the raj-n and heat of singapore,s climate for such a
Iength of tj-me that their workl-ng parts had rusted ( covering them
does not seem to have been considered).r. rn 1g96 the RMLs were
replaced by six 6 inch and two 12 pounder eF guns plus two 6 inch
howitzers and six machineguns. rn this form the defences served
through the first two decades of the 20th century.

rn L924 work began on upgrading with the addition of super heavy
naval guns as well as more modern BL guns. Naval poricy placed
great emphasis on a major fleet presence backed with sigrnificant
fixed defences, and was very dismissive of aircraft and submarine
attacks. rt \das considered that any war with Japan wou]d be
unilateral and would invoLve large scale fleet action with the
Royal Navy pi-tted against the powerfur Japanese Navy; the major
thrust to the defence planning was therefore the installation of
super heavy guns to combat Japanese battleships. By 1939 the gun
def ences consisted of f ive L5 inch ( 391 mm), s j_x g.z inch,
eighteen six inch heavy gTuns, and four 6 pounder eFs. rn December
1941 an additional six 6 pounder and eight L2 pounder eF,s
arrived and were mountedTo.

unfortunatery, when the defences \rere put to the test in early
1942, they were quickry overwhelmed by a land invasion via
Malaya, with submarine and aj-rcraft attacks sinking the British
battleships. whi-le the heavy 15 inch guns could not be turned
sufficiently to fire at the advancing Japanese, the six inch guns
fired hundreds of rounds at the invaders untir the generar
capituration of the island. Nearly arl the guns were wrecked in

"" Yeoh L97 9 t L9

Yeoh 1.979:2I

Yeoh L979:24
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RIGHT: Pfate 2"17 " Shell
hoist. in magazine at Fort,
Sifoso showing hand
operated hoist crank.
BELOW: Plat.e 2 " LB "Cartridge hoist in
magazine at Fort Siloso,
1990.



ABovE: Pfate 2"L9" ShelI and cartridge hoist in rnagazine, Fort
Siloso , 1990, showing the difference in pat-tern to those inPlates 2.78 and 2.19.
BELow: trlate 2 "20. 1890s 10 inch BI- emplacement at Fort silosoin 1990. Note the numerous ready-use amhuntaion lockers in this
standard BL barbette desiqn.
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the fighting r or spiked by the gunners to prevent them farling
into Japanese hands". Fort Siloso is now a tourist attraction,
but most of the rest of the defensive works have been destroyed.

Australia

The Australi-an colonies, with their extensive coastline and
reliance on coastal trade, invested considerable resources in
coastal defence. Each corony pursued its own course, but
generally along the same lines, with an emphasis on both fixed
and floating defences. Heavy guns were emplaced in
fortifications, supplemented with submarine minefields in the
late 19th century, and with numbers of torpedo boats and
gunboats. unlike canada, south Africa and singapore, most of the
work was authorised and paid for by Colonial Governments, after
imperial troops withdrew in 1870. The guns were usually supplied
free of charge by the War Office in Britain.

New South Wales

Svdnev

Initial fortificat,i-on of Sydney Harbour started in 1802, with the
building of a serj-es of small batteries mounting 6 and i.2 pounder
sBMLs. rn 1839 these hrere repraced by batteries on pinchgut
rsland and Bradleys Head mounting 24 pounder sBMLs; the new works
were simple semicircular parapets vrith the guns behind them,
mounted to fire over them. They were low and lacked overhead
cover and were widely criticised. The Crimean War scare of 1853
saw the rebuilding of the work on pi-nchg"ut rsland, now named Fort
Denison: a martelro tower was added, and the quns upgraded to
j-nclude nine 32 pounders on the terreplein, two L0 inch guns in
the bastion, and an 8 inch gun plus three 32 pounders and a
carronade in the tower, alr sBMLs. other baLteries were upgraded

7L Ramsey 19 B 1
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and five B inch sBMLs were mounted on Kirribirl_i point',.

rmperiar forces left sydney in 1820, and the coronial government
decided to buird a rarge number of defensive works in sydney
Harbour to support the Royar Navy presence (the Australasian
squadron protecting New Zealand and Australia was based in
Sydney). Batteries were built at outer and rnner uiddle Head,
Georges Head and Georges Heights, Bradleys Head, steel_ point and
south Head. Georges Head had a battery of three g"uns in deep
brick casemates at water revel, whire arl t,he others were open
pits with underground magazines nearby; all mounted 6g pounder
SBMLS. These were rapidly obsolete and from LATL l/ere gradually
replaced by z inch and 10 inch RML's with suitabl-e modifications
to the pits".

In 1877 t'he Colonial Office in gritain commissioned Major General
Jervois and Lieutenant Colonel Scratchley, fortification experts
r'/ith the Royal Engineers, to examine and report on def ence
requirements in the Australasian colonies. As a resurt, in the
earry 1880s, a submarine minefierd was installed at sydney, later
suppremented by 6 pounder eF guns and searchrights. rn the earry
1890s a number of 6 inch BLHP guns were installed to supplement
the RMLsTa. The Jervois,/Scratchley plans also saw the
construction of stand alone defensive forts at the entrances co
Newcastle and Wollongong Harbours and Botany Bay.

During the 1930s the sydney defences were once more upgraded,
with the installation of heavy 9.2 inch batteries at North Head,
and similar works at Botany Bay, worlongong and Newcastre,
supported with modern 6 inch batteries. A hbrbour boom with three
twin six pounder batteries to protect it was built across the
Harbour during world war rr, and the harbour was ringed with AA

'2 cojak L992:4
73 Fulford L994

'o New South wares National parks and wirdlife service n.d.
Sydneys's Historic Forts
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defence sites, the whole co-ordinated with radar. oLher batteries
were built at Port Stephen and the Hawkesbury Riverzs.

Coastal defences in Australia were maintained in a mothballed
condition until the early 1960s, when many sites became parks or
reserves. Some of the outer Sydney defences survive in national
parks.

Bare Island

Bare Island is a small island adjacent to the mainland within the
entrance to Botany Bay, just south of sydney. To protect sydney
from bombardment by an enemy sairing into the Bay, a fort was
built on the isrand as part of the scratchrey/Jervois plan. rt
was desigmed by scratchrey, and work started in 1881'6. rt was
built by a private contractor for 25,000 pounds - badly! An 1890
Royal Commission to enquire into bad workmanship and construction
at Bare rsrand held the coloniar Architect (in charge of
supervising the contract) to be guirty of indifference and
neglect of t,he gravest character, and insubordj-nation". This is
not surprising, since it was found that the contractor had
skimped on the proportion of cement to aggregate to such an
extent that had any of t.he guns been fired with a ful1 charge of
propellant there was a serious danger of the whole structure
collapsingtt.

rn 1882 the guns were mounted, and by 1884 the armour plate was

also in place. The fort consisted of a hexagonal trace (Fiq.
2.LI) with no bastions or caponiers or other provision for
flanking fire. The gorge was cLosed by a protective warl with

75 Gojak 1992:5-9
T6National Parks and Wildlife Service of New South Wales
n. d. :5
7'1 National Parks and Wildlife Service of New South Wales

n.d.: 6

?8 Nicholls 1988:109
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attached guardhouse, with oPs at each side. A concrete barrack
building occupied the centre of the site, with an underqround
revel giving access to the Lower l_ever gallery and magazines.
Four heavy guns were emplaced in open pits on the terreprein
1eve1, wi-th a fifth gun in a shierded casemate on the magazine
rever. A circular underground garlery linked the gunpits and
magazines back to the barracks. A 10 inch RML was instalred in
the casemate emplacement, with two 9 inch and two z inch
converted RMLs in the upper barbet,te emplacements. (converted
RMLs vtere former SBMLs converted to rifling by the insertion of
a rifred steel tube down the muzzre. ) rn Lg94 one 9 inch RML was
removed and replaced by a 6 inch BLHP gun in the modified pit.

fn
in
In

1902 the garrison was reduced and in 1906 the
reserve, and from 1911 to l9d3 it was used as
1967 it became a state park and is now open

fort was placed
a veterans home.

to the public?e.

Fort Scratchley

Fort Scratchley was built on the headland at the entrance to
Newcastle Harbour in New south wales, known variously as ',signal
Hill', "collier's Point", "Fragstaf f Hilr" or "Fiddlesticks',80.
some snall sBMLs were on site in the early 1920s, but were
unserviceable by the early 1840s. rn 1966 some 32 pounder sBMLs
were mounLed on the hill, supplemented in 1BZ4 by two 6g pounder
sBML's (Plate 2.2L). rn 1878, in response to the first Russian
scare, four 7 inch RMLs lrere placed on temporary mountings on the
hill. Jervois and Scratchley then recommended the establishment
of a proper fort on the site, and work was started in 1gg1 using
prj-vate contractors working to a design by scratchley. ord
coalrnining shafts on the site caused initial difficulties, but
in 1882 the guns were mounted.

7e National Parks and wirdlife service of New south wares:n.d.: 7

"o Carey et a7, 1986:7
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The fort was built of reinforced concrete and brick, of a flat
profile to blend with the outline of the hilI". On the
terreplein level a row of four g"uns on the northern side
consisted of 7 inch RMLs, one in an open barbette pit on the
western flank (Plate 2.25), and three in a casemate (Plate 2.26).
An open gallery ran from the eastern end of the casemate in a

semicircle to the south, linking three open barbette pits
containing 9 inch RMLs. On the next level down a central magazj-ne
with separate shell and cartridge stores surrounded by Iamp
passages fed ammunition to the gunpits via five tunnels that
terminated in sheIl and cartridge hoists into the eastern
barbette pits (Plates 2,23 and 2.24), and up to the northern
casematee (Fig. 2.L2). The glacis \rras formed by scarping the
natural cliff faces, while the gorge was closed by a deep dry
ditch and a ten foot high loopholed sandstone waII (Plate 2.22)
with sLeel gates. There nere no flanking defences. In 1886

barracks, offices, guardrooms, Iaboratory and toilets were added,
in brick with corrug'ated iron roof e.

Between 1889 and 1892 the fort waa modified to take BLHP gung
(Fig. 2.I3). A new gun pit for an 8 inch BLHP was built in the
angle between the casemate battery and the existing eastern
barbette pits, eaeh of which was modj-fied to take a 6 inch BLHP

gun. A sma1l casemated area was provided at the rear of each pit
for crew shelters. In 1898 t,he open galleries at t.erreplein level
were roofed, and the three 7 inch RMLs in the casemate battery
were replaced by three 6 pounder NordenfeLt QFs, with the
addition of two 45 nm Nordenfelt machineguns at the fort for
Iandward defence.

In the 1890s the defences were supplernented by a .submarine
minefield and searchlights, while an 8 inch BLHP bat.tery was

built, nearby at Shepherds HiIl.

In 1911 the BLHP guns were superseded by two 6 inch Mk VII BL

Br Carey et dI, 1986:11
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ABOVE: Flate 2.2L. 68 pounder SBML at Fort Scratchley ca 1874,
The gun is on a wooden garrison carriage on a timber platform,
with no defensj-ve earthworks. Carey et al 1986:7.
BELOW: Pl-ate 2"22" Dry defensive ditch across the gorge of Fort
ScratchJ-ey, L994. Note the loopholed musketry parapet, devoid of
provision for flanking fire"
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ABOVE: trlate 2"25" 1 inch RML pit at. west end of casemate
Eallery, Fort Scratchley, I994" The pedestal and plinth for the
RML carriage and racer are missing, but the alcoves and ringbolts
at the frcnt are c.Learly visible. There is no loading galJ-ery"
BELOW: Plate 2"26" 68 pounder SBML mounLed for display purposes
in the casemate gallery at Fort Scratchley, 1994 " Originally this
casemate mounted a 7 inch RML on a carriage with an 'A' pivot,
and later a Nordenfelt QF gun.
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gun6. The 8 inch BLHP emplacement, was filled in, while the

northern 6 inch BLHP pit wae converted to a 6 inch shell store.

The two 6 inch Mk VII emplacements lr/ere superimposed on these two

features, with the existing shell hoists modified to suit' The

eastern Nordenfelt QF gun was removed and its casemate converted

to magazine space. A large BOP vras built above the casemates.

The two rernainS-ng 6 inch BLHPs stayed mounted at the fort until
the late 1930s when they were returned to Sydney. The 6 inch Mk

VfIs saw active service during World War II when they engaged a

Japanese submarine which was shelling the town; they were kept

as practice guns until Lg62 when they \rtere mounted in a local
park for dieplay purposes. In L992 they were re-mounted at the
f ort"2 ( Plate 2 .27 ) .

Just before World War I another 6 inch Mk VII battery had been

built on the other side of the harbour entrance, in Fort Wallace

at Stockton. In 1939 these rdere replaced by two 9.2 inch guns,

and a 6 inch battery (Park Battery) IdaB built beside the old B

inch emplacements at Shepherds Hitl. 3 pounder 0F quns were

emplaced on either side of the harbour entrance in 1939, and

replaced by a 6 pounder twin battery j-n 1944.

In L962 coastal artillery was disestablished in New South Wales,

and an AA battery armed with 40 mm Bofors guns was based at the
fort until Lg72 (Plate 2.28), when it was abandoned. In 1977 E}:e

fort wae taken over by the Fort Seratchl-ey Military Museum, and

after considerable restoration is now open to the public.

E2 Carey et aI 1986



ABOVE:
WorId
BELOW;
on one

Plate 2"27" 6 inch Mk vrr gun with Australian pattern
War II shiel-ci, mounted at Fort Scratchley, Igg4.
Plate 2"28" 40mm Bofors AA gun at Fort Scratchley, Lgg4t
of the covered 6 inch BLHP oits.
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Tasmania

Hobart

The convict settlement of Hobart wae first fortified in 1804, the

year after its establishment, when some old ships guns (SBMLg of
various sizes) were placed on a platform on the beach below

Government House. These were of very limited range and poorly

sited, and in 1817 a nevr work was constructed at Battery Pointt
Mulgrave Battery. This used the same old SBtILs but in a better
Iocation"t.

Betrrreen 1838 and 1842 temporary works were throvrn up just above

the old Mulgrave Battery (Prince of Walee Battery) and on

Macquarie Point (Iater to be named Queens Battery), mounting 32

pounder SBMLs; more elaborate schemes for t'heir emplacement

lapsed. In 1854, with the Crimean War Ecare currentr a snall
battery of three gun6 waa built on the beach below Government

Houee, and named the Denison Battery"'; the earthworks at Queens

Battery were completed aleo but no guns were mounted. In 1863 the
Denison Battery was dismantled, and the Queens Battery completed.

eueens Battery wa6 a self-defensible work comprising seven guns

behind a parapet defended on the front by a dry ditch with fixed
chevaux de frise (spiked iron obstacles), closed at the gorge by

a loopholed palisade. Three 8 inch and four 32 pounder SBML's

were mounted on wooden garrieon dwarf traversing carriages, with
a sma1l magazine to each side and a larger central magazine. A

hot shot furnace (to heat cannon balle so as to set fire to
wooden ships) completed the equipment. In 1867 two of the 32

pounders were replaced by Armst,rong 70 pounder (30 kg) RMLsE5.

In L870 imperial troope withdrew, leaving defence in local hands'

Scripps 1989:3

Scripps L989:pp L4-L6

ScrS-pps L989 222
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A new work at One Tree Point (Alexandra Battery) was started in
1871. This wa6 to be a small open battery with two 7 inch RMLs

on barbette mounts, with a detached bl-ockhouse in the rear, By
L874 racers had been laid but the iron overbank (barbette) dwarf
traversing carriages and guns had not been installed; work had
started on a pit for an I inch SBML on the right flank.

In 1877 Jervois and Scratchley surveyed the Hobart positions and
made recommendations for upgrading the defences. They suggest,ed
two nelt batteries, on either side of the Derwent River, in
addition to Queens and Alexandra Batteries, and the installation
of a submarine minefield. Each batt,ery would be stockaded and
contain one 7 inch and two 54 pounder RMLB, and two I inch SBMLs.

The Jervois plan wae accepted and Scratchley drew up plans for
the revised work at Alexandra Battery, aseisted by his staff
officer Captain Boddam. Initially convict labour rras used, which
in Boddam's view waa a false economy, as it cost aa much aE

contract labour (in eupervision) and the work rate was less than
one third""! Boddam reconstruct,ed the battery from the old
work, using old sketches as the baeie of hie new plans.

Queens Battery was also modernised. By 1880 it was surrounded
by a ditch with chevaux de frise, and loopholed stockade; it was

an earthwork with stone revetting - the parapet was 32 feet (10,4
n) thick. It had a sound central magazine, and shell recesses
between the guns, which were two 70 pounder Armstrong RMLs with
four I inch SBMLe, two on barbette mounts and Lwo firing through
embrasures. Alexandra Battery had been built on more modern
lines, with a parapet of I feet (2.6 n) of concrete and 22 feet
(7.2 m) of earth. The 7 inch RMLs were provided with tramways and
Ioading stages, and there \{ere centra} and flank magazines"'.
In L883 a searchlight engine room lras added to Queens Battery.

Scripps 1989:32

Scripps 1898:34-5a7
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In t,he 1884 Russian scare the earthworks at Alexandra Battery
were completed in a hurry, with a tunneL connecting the battery
and the detached redoubt, which contained the barracks. A number
of guns were ordered to defend the redoubt, incruding a 5 inch
BLHP gunr a 6 pounder Nordenfelt QF gun and a 5 barrerled .45
inch (114 mm) Nordenfelt machine gun. rn 1884 the two I inch
sBMLs at Arexandra Battery $rere replaced by two 6 inch BLHP lluns,
the first of their kind manufactured by Eoc and the first to be
installed anywhere in the British Empire88. In 1B9O a
searchlight engine room was built at Alexandra Battery and Iinked
to the battery by tunnel; the flue of the engine room chimney was
shot off in a night firing practice j.n 1901 .

Around 1904 the Queens Battery guns were dieposed of, probably
for displaya in parks. fn 1926 the war memorial cenotaph was
erected on the site after the battery was levelled.

A new 6 inch BL battery was built (Fort Nelson) in 1909, but
Alexandra Battery remained ae a reserve battery until the 1930s,
when it is probable that the BLHP l1uns Irere scrapped. part of the
site was altered by the Hobart City Council in road widening in
the 1920s and from 1955 the site became a public parkse.

South Auetralia

Coastal defence in South Australia lras not considered in any
depth until the outbreak of the Crimean War in 1854, when it was

recommended that a 32 pounder battery should be built on Eorrens
Islandr in the entrance to the Port Adelaide River. This was not
carried out, and nor were the more arnbitious echemee mooted in
1861 in reaponse to fears of American attacks: these involved
four forts, a minefield across the river, and six gunboate to
defend the approaches. Some extra planning for fort construct,ion

Scripps 1989:40

Scripps 1989: 54
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was carried out in 1868 but, not,hing was done'o. rn 1g?g Jervois
and scratchrey prepared plans for Adelaide, and these were
implemented.

Fort GlanviLle

Designed in detail by Scratchley, Fort Glanville rrras built at
semaphore in 1878-1880 in permanent materials to a classic
design. rt followed the British imperial norm of mounting heavy
lluns with the largest in the centre, and smaller modele mounted
in diminishing size out to the flanks. Baeically pentagonal in
trace, it was defended by a deep dry ditch with counterscarp and
two caponiers; one to seaward in brick, and one in the diagonally
oppoeite landward corner in t,imber. A tinber stockade continued
across Lhe gorge and was pierced for the gate, it was supported
inmediately in the rear by a hiqh loopholed gorge wall. A brick
barracks block stood in the centre of the gorge wall, provided
with two pseudo-demi-bastions for decorative purposes. Five earth
traverses on t,he terreplein covered the main and expense
magazinesel (Figs 2.15 and 2.16).

fhe fort mounted two 10 inch Armstrong RMLe mounted on B pivot
travereing carriages in the centre, and two 64 pounder Woolwich
Mk III RML's on siege-overbank carriages (very high wheeled
carriages which projected "over the bank" of the parapet)e2. A

5 barrelled .45 inch Nordenfelt machinegun on a wheeled field
carriage was provided at the fort for local defence". The RMLs

had loading galleries built to either side so that the guns could
be loaded under cover.

The fort was in regrrlar use for training purposea, but after 1900

Hastings n.d.:2

Garie 1986:73

Garie 1985 z 7L

Hastings n.d.: 2
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ABovE: Figs. 2.L4 and 2.15- plan and sectj-on of Fort Glanvir1e,
South Austral-ia. The fort mounted two 10 inch RMLs i-n the centre,
and a 64 pounder RML on each flank. Garie 1.996273.
BELow: Fig. 2:L6. rsometric view of Fort Glanvirle. A brickcaponier at the top right and a wooden stockade caponier at the
bottom left provided flankj-ng fire along the dry diich. The gorge
has a wooden stockade outside the mai-n wal-l, while the nairact<
llqqX has two pseudo-derni-bastions for decorative purposes. Garie
1986:73.
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it was declared obsolete. The 64 pounders were transferred to a
Ioca1 park for display. The 10 inch RMLs remained in situ untit
L937 when the rnountings vrere cut, up for scrap. rn Lggz the gune
were restored and placed on temporary wooden mounts for display.
The fort magazine was used init,iarry as a smarl arms magazine,
and the fort itself as a boy scout camp and headquarters. rn 1951
the grounds were eold to the etate government and the fort ig
used ae a caretakers' residence for a caravan parkr..

Fort GIeneIg

rn 1884, in the gripe of the Russian gcare, the south Aust,ralian
government ordered armament for a new fort to be built at
Glenerg. firo 6 inch BLHP and two 9.2 inch BLHP guns were ordered,
which arrived in 1888. They nere taken to the proposed site of
the fort in the sandhirls, but disputes over the value of the
rand to be acquired dragged on untir in 1gg9 a re-evaruation by
a visiting expert suggest,ed thaL the fort,s position was
dangerous to nearby residentiar housing and unnecessary. The 9.2
inch guns were stored in a shed built round them, while ttre 6

inch guns were later emplaced at Fort Largs. From tAgZ onwards
the government tried to sell the 9.2 inch BLHpe to other colonj-es
or Britain, but found no takerg. rn 1915 they were finally given
to the British war office, without their mountings, which were
cut up for scrapt5.

Fort Largs

Fort, Largs followed a very simj-lar plan to Fort Granvirle, and
was aleo deeigmed by scratchley. rt wae built during Lggl-Lggo.
Economy meagurea in its const,ruction however eaw the delet,ion of
the roading galleriee, no revetting in the ditch, and the sore
caponier being built in jarrah timber instead of brick. Again a
wooden stockade formed an outwork from the gorge wall, with a

Hasti,nge n. d. : 4

Hastinge n.d.:595
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caponier projection acroas the left hand flanking ditch. The

loopholed guardroom projected into this enclosed space between
the palisade and the gorge wall, and a two storeyed loopholed
guardroom closed the centre (Fig, 2.L7r.

Two 9 inch Rl"ILs were mounted in the centre of t,he front trace as
the main armament,, with an 80 pounder RML "siege gun" on either
fIank. After an accident with a shell bursting prematurely in one
of the 80 pounder guns, bot,h 80 pounder rnodels were replaced in
1889 by 6 inch Mk V BLHP gfuns (originally destined for Fort,
Glenelg). Major alterations to the earthworks, at a coet of
401000 pounds, were necessary te aceamnodate the new guns. The
remaining serviceable 80 pounder RML rrraa mounted in a new

emplacement on the nort,h flank of the glacie, but after firing
a few practice rounds it too suffered from a premature ehell
burst in the bore. Both 80 pounder guns were then sold for
scrap !

In 1905 one of the 9 inch RMLg wae dismounted and a 6 inch Mk VII
mounted in ite place. In 1910 the second 9 inch RML was also
replaced by a 6 inch Mk VIr; the magazines \rere modified to
include sheLl lifte and hoj-ste. It wae proposed to mount one of
the 9 inch Rlrll,s j.n the diccarded 80 pounder RMl, pit on the
glacis, but this was probably not carried out.

During the 1920e the fort became very run down, with obsolete DRF

equipment in leaking and rotting empJ-acementsr the magazines
Ieaking, and the whole fort infested with white ant. In 1925 the
6 inch Mk VII emplacements were modified to allow all round fire,
repairs were carried out, and a new DRF gtation was erected to
the north; the 6 inch Mk V BLHP {Juns were removed in L928. In
L929 electricity was finally connected to the fort.

In 1939 searchlights \rrere installed nearby and a Search r,ight
Dj-recting Station (SLDS) erected in the fort. A heavy AA battery
with 3.7 inch e;uns wa6 built nearby. In 1942 a new fort (Fort
Malta) was built to the rear, and the 6 inch Mk VIIs moved there
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vrit,h new all round shields for protection against air att,ack. A

QF battery of four 2 pounder guns was formed, and a 40mm Bofore
was inetalled for AA protection. fn L945 it nas decided to
abandon Fort Malta and return the guns to Fort Largs (Plate
2.29) .

Post war the fort was used as a military post for some years in
a variety of guises, until in 1961 it lraa handed over to t,he

South Australia Government for use as the South Australia Po1ice
Academy. The fort is kept in reasonable maintenance, and is
available for public visitse6.

Victoria

The colony of Victoria concentrated coneiderable effort into
fortifying Port ehillip, the entrance to the River Yarra, and the
approach to the city of Melbourne, culrninating in the
construction of seven fully defensible forts supplemented by
numerous batteries, and support,ed by a Victorian navy of 16

vesselse'. Victoria nas a very wealthy colony in the late 19th
century, due to revenue from the goldfields, and was notable for
iLs lavish public spending. The defences, with their well
equipped forts and exteneive navy, were no exception, and

Victoria waa regarded ae having the beet defences of any of the
Australasian colonies .

The fixed defences developed in three main phases. The first
occurred during the Crimean War Ecare in 1854, and saw the
construction of batteries at, the Heads and at Queenscliffe in the
1860s, but the main thrust rras a eeriee of open batteries around
the mouth of the Yarra. The second phaee began in 1876, with the
defences being brought forward to the Heade and into the shoal-s
inside them. The third phaee occurred in 1908, with the
instaLlation of quick firing BL grune at Queenscliffe and Point

e6 Hastings n. d.
e7 Kitson 1987:105
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Nepeanes.

South Channel Fort

Jervois felt that the geography of port phillip required two sea
forts in the shoal approaches to the harbour, while the channels
would be mined, patrolled by guardboats, and illuminat,ed with
searchlights. One sea fort would be built at South Channel, the
other in slanonde channel to support a new fort on swan rsrand.
The batteries would have to be self-defensible, as the volunteers
to man them were acarce (hence valuable) and could not be
expected to stand against regular troops without maximum
protection. The main channel could not be mined due to its depth
and turbulence. Jervois proposed building a seafort of the type
constructed at Spithead and Plymouth two storeyed, armoured
with cast iron, and mounting rnultiple guns, they were unsi.nkable,
but very expensive. Jervois's reconmended design for South
ChanneL (although much smaller than the Spithead forts) was
eetimated to cost 112r000 pounds".

Barbette mountings would not be euitable due to the waterline
situation. In 1879 the foundatione in bluestone vrere laid in the
channel, but work etopped as the money ran out. In the interim
Jervois had been back to England and had been impressed by the
new Armstrong Protected Barbette loading system (loading
galleries on either eide of the gun to enable loading to take
place under cover) for his RML guns. Accordingly he now proposed
mounting 10 inch RMLs on the new Armstrong system. The Swan

fsland Fort wae built following this prescription, being similar
in design and layout to Fort Glanville in South Australia, where
Jervois vraE nohr Governorroo.

Scratchley now proposed using a large armoured cast iron

e" Kiteon L987 : 111

" Kitson L987: 115

loo Kitson 1987 : L 16
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revolving cupola or naval turret with two 10 inch Rl"tl,s at South
Channel. He was cautious as they were untried, and in 1883 took
leave back to Erigland, where he saw the new EOC HP mountings for
the first time, and promptly ordered eighteen 5, 6 and 8 inch
BLHP guns for Victoria a brave move since the 8 inch models
were as yet untried. A number of further designs v/ere explored
for the South ChanneL fort involving BLHP quns, casemated 10 inch
BL guns, and the introduction of QF guns.

In the event, under the impetus of the 1885 Russian acare, the
fort was conetructed in a much simpler manner than originally
envisaged. ft retained the oval foundations of a Spithead shoal
fort,, but had a low profile with a glacis made of layerg of sand
and concrete angled at a slope of one in six, in accordance with
the Twydall Profile recently adopted for infantry redoubts (eee
Figs 2.18 and 2.L91. Two 5 inch and two I inch BLHP lfuns were
emplaced in semi-circular pits inset into the front perapet, with
a 5 pounder Nordenfelt QF' on a balanced teleecopic mounting
(which could retract behind the parapet) between each heavy gun.
A1l the BLHP €funs had overhead steel shielde over the pits, which
hrere lined with soft New Zealand kauri timbering to abeorb
shrapnel (Plate 2.29), but were open to the terreplein at the
rear. Bhe gorge of the fort was cloeed by an infantry parapet,
and the magazinee rrrere below the terreplein, f eeding to the
gunpi-ts by hoiste and lifts. A wet moat was provided by sinking
wooden pllee all round the lsland exeept for the dock, and
Af rican box thorn vra€r planted acro€ie the glacis. A high sand
keep backed the terreplein, nrith twro 5 barreLled .45 inch
Nordenfelt nachinegfuns mounted there to be used against ships,
decks and boats. Massive wooden barracks for 100 men were
constructed and two eearchlighte were powered by a eteam engine
emplaced in the fort.

A 6 inch BL naval gun on a Vavasseur broadside mounting had been
temporarily enplaced in the centre grunpit between the two I inch
BLHP lJuns between 1885 to 1887 ae extra firepower while the BLHP

guns were being mounted, and in 1889 a 4.7 inch QF gun was
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ABovE: Plate 2.29. B inch BLHP gun at south channel Fort ca 1BB5
with workmen. The semi-circurar emplacement is lined with
softwood to absorb shel1 splinters from enemy plunging fire.Kitson 1987:I25.
BELow: Plate 2.3o. submarine mines being conected up at swan
Isl-and Fort, Port Phillip, 1897. Kitson L987:I27.
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installed in this empty position'ol.

The minefield defences in both subsidiary channels were fully
prepared, and by 1894 the mine steamer and her tender could lay,
test, and recover multiple groups of mines in a short time (see
Plate 2.30). It was estimated that it would take up to two weeks
to lay both the minefields and have them fully operational; the
t,est room and observation post for visually firing the
observation mines in the eouth channel were also sited on the
South Channel fortro'.

Minefield defences generally were. abandoned throughout the
British Empire in the early 20t,h century, when the advent of the
newer BL gune made the South Channel Fort inet,allatj,ons obsolete.
The fort still exists, in an overgrown state; most of the gun6

have been scrapped.

SulttIART

The last 40 yeare of the 19th century saw imnenee technological
chang'e in the science of artillery, with corresponding change i-n
accepted practices of fortificat,ion. In Europe and Russia there
was an increaeing emphasis on eophisticated and elaborate fixed
coastal and land fortifications, heavily dependent, on expensive
and compLicated technology (chilled eteeL turrets and retracting
cupolae for example), while in the widespread Britieh Empire the
emphasie ltas on relative simpticity (such as barbette gun
mountings) in exteneive coastal defence networks, to defend the
naval baeee perceived to be the key t,o protecting the Empire.

Throughout the British colonies, in reeponse both to a series of
'scares' (the immediat,e prospect of war with naval powers such
aE France, the United States or Russia) and the rapid
introduction of new artillery technologiee (each of which made

'o' Kiteon 1987: 131

tot Kitson L987'.L29
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previous defence works obsolete), imperial and/or colonial
authorities enbarked on what can be described as "an orgiy of fort
building". In most cases fort designers were inperial military
professionals, following common designs. The Royal Engineers,
through tbe War Office, provided a standard set of designe for
gunpits and batteries, with allowances for variat,ion to euit
tactical and geographical requirementsr so that local defence
engj-neers could use them as building blocks in congt,ructing forts
which would conform to the overall imperial syetem.

ft wae envisaged that major battle fleets would be engaged at sea
by the Royal Navy prior to their reaching colonial porte, so the
threat to be countered was in most instancee the lone ironclad
raider attacking the port facilities and shipping within the
harbour, and dierupting trade and conununications. OnIy basee
vital to the navy received heavy guns for major protection (such
as Halifax, and lat,terly Singapore).

In Canada, Sout,h Africa, and Singapore, the coastal defence works
were designed, paid for and executed by imperial professionals,
and thus tended to be conservative, following standard imperial
guidelines, with the main factors influencing variation being the
nature of t,he site and the size of armarnent. envisaged.

In the AuetraLasian colonies, however, whiLe defence works were
constructed partly at the behest of the imperial government, and
to the plan of the two imperial defence engineers Jervois and
Scratchley, they were paid for by the colonial governments and
often built in an ad hoc fashion by local contractors or convicts
under local supervision. Although caretully designed to a

coherent p1an, work was often halted due to scarcity of funde or
political problems such ae ineptitude J-n acguS.ring the necessary
Iand, to be re-started in a rueh under the influence of a new

scare, only to be halted in mid-conetruction for a re-design to
accommodate new technologies.

Standards of construction often left a great deal to be deeired,
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with new methods being triarred by poorly skilled workmen
operating within tight financial strictures. As the colonial
governments were paying for the work, they arso had the abirity
to purchase the latest weapons direct from the manufacturers
(sometimes even before their acceptance by the war office), an
example being the purchase of BLIIP guns j-n a1l the Australasian
coloniee, prior to their official introduct,ion, and on a scale
larger than anywhere else in the empire. In many cases therefore
new designs had to be developed by coroniar engineers to
accommodate the new vreapons prior to their imperial accept,ance.
A11 the Australian and New Zealand colonies were also beset by
visiting experts, miritary and naval, who Beem to have delighted
in condemning exieting coastal defences and suggeeting major
modifications, much to the bewirderment of rocar poriticians
and of course no two experts agreed on what was neceaeary.

By the beginning of the 20th century nearly every major port
throughout the British Empire waa heavily defended by coastal
forts, supplemented in many casea by minefields, searchlights,
and in aome cases imperial or colonial naval forces. In the
absence of further scarea or major technological change, littre
further development occurred for the next three decades - indeed
coastaL defencee began to be neglected, with first the older RML

works and then the BLHP forts being abandoned. Strangely enough
in World War T, with German cruisere, submarines and raiders
posing the very threat that, the coaetal defences had been
deeigned to deter, most colonial port defences were stripped of
their personnel to bolster the imperial armiee in the field. It
was not until the lat,e 1930s and the early years of Wor1d War II
that another major building initiative salr coastal defences
dramatically upgraded in many ports, only to be abandoned
altogether in the 1950s aa aerial bornbardment and nuclear warfare
rendered them finally obeolete.




